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Abstract
The Capelli identities claim detpAqdetpBq “ detpAB ` correctionq for certain matrices with
noncommutative entries. They have applications in representation theory and integrable systems.
Several examples are known, but the general theory is not yet found. We propose new examples of
these identities, constructed according to the following principle. For several known identities for n
by n matrices we construct new identity for 2n by 2n matrices where each element z of the original
matrix is substituted by 2x2 matrix of the form rrealpzq imagpzq; ´ imagpzq realpzqs, i.e. we view
the original identity as complex valued, while the new identity is its real form (decomplexification). It
appears that ”decomplexification” affects non-trivially the ”correction term”. It becomes tridiagonal
matrix, in contrast to the diagonal in the classical case. The key result is an extension to the non-
commutative setting of the fact that the determinant of the decomplexified matrix is equal to the
square module of the determinant of the original matrix (in non-commutative setting the corrections
are necessary). The decomplexified Capelli’s identities are corollaries of this fact and standard Capelli
identities. We also discuss analogues of the Cayley identity; observe that the Capelli determinant
coincides with the Duflo image of the standard determinant; give short proof of the Cayley identity
via Harish-Chandra’s radial part calculation.
The main motivation for us is a recent paper by An Huang (arXiv:1102.2657). From our viewpoint
his result is a ”dequaternionification” of 1 by 1 Capelli identity. Apparently it can be extended to n
by n case, but our approach should be somehow modified for this.
The paper aims to be accessible and interesting not only for experts. It gives brief review of
Capelli identities, applications, their relation with Wick quantization, Duflo map, some open issues,
etc.
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1 Introduction
Introduction contains 4 subsections 1) short summary of main messages of the paper 2) description
of new results 3) overview of applications, related questions and surrounding results 4) organization
of paper, ideas of the proofs, informal comments.
1.1 Short summary
The Capelli identities claim detpAqdetpBq “ detpAB`correctionq for certain matrices with noncom-
mutative entries. Here we propose new results of that kind.
The identities are explicit and somewhat nice formulas which any undergraduate can understand.
So we try to make paper understandable and interesting not only for experts. We include some
background material, discussion of the broader context, etc. Let us start with a short list of highlights
which might be of interest - they contain overview of results, context, etc.
1) Main results. (See subsection 1.2.2 page 5 for the list of results).
Given a Capelli identity detpAqdetpBq “ detpAB ` correctionq for n by n matrices, we construct
new identity for 2n by 2n matrices, where each element z of the original matrices is substituted
by the 2x2 matrix of the form rrealpzq imagpzq; ´ imagpzq realpzqs. I.e. we view the original
identity as complex valued, and the new identity as is its real form (decomplexification). We gener-
alize the standard Capelli identity, its symmetric and anti-symmetric analogues, and recently found
quite general identities from [CSS08]. We also propose an analogue for the factorization theorem:
detpMR ` corRq “ detpM ` corqdetpM¯ ` Ďcorq. This result is our key tool to approach Capelli iden-
tities. We also discuss analogues (decomplexifications, dequaternionification) of the Cayley identity
(detpd{dxijqdetpxijq
s “ sps ` 1q...ps ` n ´ 1qdetpxijq
s´1), although they appear to be rather direct.
Some open problems are discussed.
2) General context. Determinants and linear algebra for good matrices with non-commuting
elements. (See subsection 1.2.1 page 4 for further comments).
It is rather clear that there is no reasonable notion of the determinant with values in the ground
ring for matrices with generic non-commutative entries and there is no hope to get direct analogues
of linear algebra theorems. However the situation is different if we consider only certain specific
classes of matrices with non-commutative entries. The best known example is quantum groups and
q-determinant. Capelli matrix and Capelli determinant; super-matrices and Berezinian and also
Manin matrices [CFR09] are other examples. So we can pose a question: what matrices with
non-commuting elements are ”good” ? (i.e. ”good” - means: they have the determinant and
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linear algebra theorems (e.g. Cayley-Hamilton, Cramer, Cauchy-Binet, etc.) holds true for them
(this has been done for Manin matrices in [CFR09])).
3) Why matrices with non-commutative elements are interesting ? (See subsection 1.3.2 page 10
).
A) Lax matrices of quantum integrable systems are like this, and we want to construct quantum
commuting integrals of motion by analogues of classical formulas detpLpzqq, TrLkpzq. B) In repre-
sentation theory interesting elements in universal enveloping algebras can be constructed by similar
formulas (see section 1.3.2, page 10). C) We may dream about real world applications of such ma-
trices, since non-commuting elements can be matrices themselves - so we can dream to find some
real world application with ordinary matrices which after splitting into blocks become examples of
“good” matrices over the matrix ring. Numerical algorithms for such matrices can be modified to
work faster - this would be of value for real world applications (if such exist).
4) Capelli identities mean - Wick ordering is great ! (See subsection 1.3.1 page 8 ).
Wick ordering in quantization theory is a linear map which sends a commutative monomial zapb
to a non-commutative monomial zaBbz i.e. derivatives stand on the right. Capelli identities can be
reformulated as:
FquantumpWickpZP
tqq “ WickpFclassicalpZP
tqq, (1)
where F can be determinant, permanent, etc., Fquantum is certain quantum analogue of it (e.g. Capelli
determinant), Z is a matrix with elements zij and P with pij . In general guessing “correct quantum
analogues” is a non-trivial art. So identities mean that in certain situations we can get the correct
quantum analogues from the classical ones just taking Wick ordering of the corresponding classical
expressions. Which is very easy. But the proof that such recipe works cannot be achieved easily -
only via the Capelli identities.
5) Capelli determinant = Duflo (determinant). (See subsection 1.3.3 page 12 ).
Duflo map is an amazing and powerful result working for any Lie algebra. Moreover M. Kontsevich
[Kon97] generalized it to quantization of any Poisson manifold. It allows to construct the central
elements of non-commutative quantum algebras from the Poisson centers of corresponding commu-
tative algebras. We observe (and it seems that this observation is new) that the Capelli determinant
is the Duflo image for gln of the simple determinant of matrix with commutative elements.
6) Cayley identity via Harish-Chandra’s radial part calculation. (See appendix 7 page 45 )
In appendix we give yet another very short proof of the Cayley identity via Harish-Chandra’s radial
part calculation of invariant differential operators. We put it here mainly for pedagogical reasons -
it seems to us a nice exercise: a short proof of a concrete result by means of general technique which
recent days become quite famous due to P. Etingof and V. Ginzburg [EG00], who put it into a more
general context and related to various topics such as Calogero-Moser integrable hamiltonian system,
Cherednik algebras, hamiltonian reduction, n!-conjecture, etc.
We try to make paper ”modular” and ”iterative”. Modular means that ”modules” are some-
what independent (i.e. paper should be readable from a random place, so one can start looking
directly at the place of interest, therefore each section starts with a brief overview; each subsection
starts with brief formulation what going to be done. The presentation goes in 3 iterations: the
short summary above is the first one, Introduction being an extended summary and is the second
iteration, and the main text is the third one. Any feedback on the paper is welcome by e-mail or
http://alexchervov.wordpress.com/2012/03/08/.
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1.2 Main results
Here we describe main results - we have 3 subsections with 1) general overview 2) results devoted
to Capelli identities (known results are recalled) 3) results about factorization of the determinant
detpMR ` corRq “ detrpM ` corqdetpM¯ ` Ďcorq.
1.2.1 What the story is about ?
Let us briefly repeat what are the results about and what is the general context they fit (open
problem of understanding what are ”good matrices” with non-commutative elements).
The Capelli identities state that detpAqdetpBq “ detpAB`correctionq 2 for certain matrices with
noncommutative entries. Such identities have applications in representation theory and integrable
systems (see subsections 1.3.1, 1.3.2 for a brief comments on applications and 1.3.4 for brief overview
of related works). In this paper we propose some new examples of these identities, constructed by
the following principle. For several known identities for n by n matrices we construct new identity
for 2n by 2n matrices, where each element z of the original matrix is substituted by 2x2 matrix of
the form
ˆ
realpzq imagpzq
´imagpzq realpzq
˙
. I.e. we consider the original identity as complex valued, while
the new identity is its real form (”decomplexification”). In more invariant terms, we consider a linear
operator M : Cn Ñ Cn and ”decomplexified” matrix MR is the matrix of same operator considered
as acting: Cn “ R2n Ñ Cn “ R2n. Somewhat non-obvious part of the work is to understand
how the ”correction” term changes under ”decomplexification” and proving new identities (previous
approaches do not seem to work). The main motivation for us is a recent paper by An Huang [AH11].
From our viewpoint his result is a ”dequaternionification” of 1 by 1 Capelli identity. Apparently it
can be extended to n by n case, but this is not achieved yet.
Broader contex
s
t. Before going into details of this paper let us mention the following. It is
rather clear that there is no reasonable notion of the determinant with values in the ground ring for
matrices with generic non-commutative entries and there is no hope to get direct analogues of linear
algebra theorems. 3 However the situation changes if we consider certain specific matrices with
non-commutative entries, matrices whose elements satisfy certain commutation relations. Then in
certain examples it is possible to define ”the determinant” and prove many linear algebra theorems.
The most famous example are quantum groups and q-determinant. Capelli matrix and determinant
and also Manin matrices [CFR09] are other examples of this phenomena. There are other examples
related to ”Lax matrices” of quantum integrable systems where similar constructions are known or
expected. However quite naive questions: for what matrices with non-commutative entries
there exists ”the determinant”? if it exists, how should it be defined? remain unanswered.
Let us stress that the explicit formulas for the determinants depend on the commutation relations
of matrix elements: for quantum groups - q-determinant, for super-matrices - Berezinian, in Capelli
case - certain correction is required: det(E+correction). The present paper provides new examples
of Capelli type matrices and identities. It might be helpful for building the general theory.
2the original works were restricted to determinants, but later generalizations to permanetns, immanants, pfaffians
and traces were proposed, but we were not able to extend our results to cover these cases, so we restrict our discussion
to determinants
3let us note that the theory of quasi-determinants [GGRW02] deals with generic matrices, however quasi-
determinants are not direct analogues of the determinant, there is no unique quasi-determinant, but n2 of them
which are inverses to the elements of the inverse matrix. Quasi-determinantal linear algebra theorems sometimes quite
far from the usual linear algebra theorems - but probably this is the best one can get in the framework of generic
matrices.
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1.2.2 Decomplexified Capelli identities
Let us first recall known results, later formulate new ones. Everywhere we denote by Dt transpose to
matrix D; as detcol - column-determinant of a matrix with not necessarily commuting elements. It is
defined by the same rule as the standard one, with the convention that elements from first column
are at the first position in the products, from second column are at the second position, etc. See
definition 1 page 19 for more details.
Consider the polynomial algebra Crzijs, and the n by n matrices:
Z “
¨
˝ z11 ... z1n... ... ...
zn1 ... znn
˛
‚, D “
¨
˝ BBz11 ... BBz1n... ... ...
B
Bzn1
... B
Bznn
˛
‚. (2)
Known theorems
(A. Capelli [Ca1887])
detcolpZDt ` diagpn ´ 1, n´ 2, ..., 1, 0qq “ detpZqdetpDtq. (3)
H.W. Turnbull [Tu48] proved that the same formula holds true if Z is the symmetric matrix with
zij i ď j on both positions pijq and pjiq and respectively D is the symmetric matrix with Bzij out of
the diagonal and 2Bzii on the diagonal.
R. Howe, T. Umeda [HU91] and B. Kostant, S. Sahi [KS91] 4 covered the antisymmetric case, i.e.
if n is even, Z is the anti-symmetric matrix with zij i ă j at pijq and ´zij at pjiq, and, respectively,
D is corresponding anti-symmetric matrix, then the same identity holds.
Consider the polynomial algebra Crxij , yijs, and the 2n by 2n matrices:
ZR “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
x11 y11 ... x1n y1n
´y11 x11 ... ´y1n x1n
... ... ...
xn1 yn1 ... xnn ynn
´yn1 xn1 ... ´ynn xnn
˛
‹‹‹‹‚, DR “ p
1
2
q
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
B
Bx11
´ B
By11
... B
Bxn1
´ B
Byn1
B
By11
B
Bx11
... B
Byn1
B
Bxn1
... ... ...
B
Bxn1
´ B
Byn1
... B
Bxnn
´ B
Bynn
B
Byn1
B
Bxn1
... B
Bynn
B
Bxnn
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‚. (4)
Clearly they are decomplexifications of matrices Z and D defined by formula 2 above. (We assume
that Z is defined as: Zab “ xab ` iyab and D is defined as: D “ BZab “ 1{2pBxab ´ iByabq).
Our first new result is:
Theorem 4 page 31 (section 4.1.1).
detcolpZRpDRqt ` CorrTriDiagq “ detpZRqdetppDRqtq, (5)
where there are two options for the matrix CorrTriDiag , the first one is:
CorrTriDiag “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
n´ 1` 1{4 i{4 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0
i{4 n´ 1´ 1{4 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 n´ 2` 1{4 i{4 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 i{4 n ´ 2´ 1{4 0 0 ... 0 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 1{4 i{4
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... i{4 ´1{4
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
. (6)
4the explicit formulation which we use can be found in [FZ93]
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The second option for CorrTriDiag is the same formula with substitution i to ´i, i.e. complex
conjugate to the first one.
Theorem 5 page 32 (section 4.1.2).
(”Decomplexification” of Turnbul symmetric and Howe-Umeda Kostant-Sahi ant-symmetric iden-
tities). The same formula 5 holds if ZR and DR are ”decomplexifications” of either symmetric or
anti-symmetric matrices made of zij and Bzij .
So, the correcting term, which was diagpn´ 1, n´ 2, ..., 1, 0q in the classical identity changed by
the rule that each number k is substituted by the two by two matrix:
k´ ą
ˆ
k ` 1{4 i{4
i{4 k ´ 1{4
˙
. (7)
This is a result of some calculation without clear explanation, more precisely it is natural to expect
that correcting term has the form rk ` a , b; c , k ` ds with determinant equal to k2, but this
requirement does not fix a, b, c, d. The fact that correction is not so simple - not like diagpk, kq
seems surprising for us. Let us mention that the matrix of the form
ˆ
1{4 i{4
i{4 ´1{4
˙
is matrix of
eigenvectors of any decomplexified 2x2 matrix, may be this can give key to explanation, but for the
moment it is unclear. See also remark 7 page 24 .
Our next result is an extension of the decomplexified Capelli identities to the case of rectangular
matrices, i.e. non-commutative analog of the Cauchy-Binet formula.
Theorem 7 page 40 (section 4.3.1).
Let Z,D be square nˆ n matrices which are
either
(Capelli’s case) Z is a matrix with zij at place pijq, and D with elements Bzij respectively (see
formula 2 above)
or
(Turnbull’s case) Z,D are symmetric matrices defined as: zij i ď j on both positions pijq and
pjiq and D is the symmetric matrix with Bzij out of the diagonal and 2Bzii on the diagonal
For any multi-indexes I “ pi1, ..., irq, J “ pj1, ..., jrq the following identity is true:
detcol
2rˆ2rppZ D
tqRIJ `Q
RCorrTriDiagq “
ÿ
L“pl1ăl2ăl3ă...ăl2rq
det2rˆ2rpZ
R
ILqdet2rˆ2rppD
RqtLJq. (8)
Where CorrTriDiag is defined by formula 6 above. And matrix Q is defined:
pQqab “ δiajb . (9)
Apparently, a similar result is true in the antisymmetric case. We formulate conditional theorem
about the antisymmetric case in section 4.3.2.
Next we propose certain ”decomplexification” for the Capelli identities discovered in [CSS08]
(some generalization and alternative proofs were given in [CFR09]).
Theorem 6 page 34 (section 4.2.2).
Assume M,Y,Q are square nˆ n matrices, such that:
either
(1) M,Y,Q satisfy CSS-condition @l, j, r, p : rYlj,Mrps “ δlpQrj
(2) M is a Manin matrix (see e.g. subsubsection 4.2.1 page 33 )
or
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(1’) M,Y satisfy TCSS-conditions @i, j, k, l : rMij , Ykls “ ´hpδjkδil` δikδjlq and h is central, matrix
Q is defined as Q “ h Id
(2’) M is a symmetric matrix with commuting entries
and in both cases CSS and TCSS we require:
(3) elements in the same column of Y commute among themselves i.e. @a, b, k : rYak, Ybks “ 0;
(4) For any two matrix elements α, β of matrices M,Y,Q, it is true that rα, β¯s “ 0, i.e. all elements
commute with complex conjugated elements;
then
detcol
2nˆ2npM
RY R `QRCorrTriDiagq “ detcol
2nˆ2npM
Rqdetcol
2nˆ2npY
Rq. (10)
Where CorrTriDiag is defined by the formula 6 above.
1.2.3 Holomorphic factorization results
Actually, the theorems above follow quite easily from known Capelli identities and the following
result, which is an analog of the well-known fact that detpMRq “ detpMq detpM¯q for the determinants
of the ”decomplexified” commutative matrices.
Theorem 3 page 29 (section 3.3 ).
Consider elements Eij “ E
Re
ij `iE
Im
ij , satisfying commutation relations: rEij , Ekls “ Eilδjk´Ekjδli
i.e. the same relations as for matrices with zeros everywhere except 1 at the position pijq. Moreover
impose relation rEij, E¯kls “ 0, i.e. all elements commute with complex conjugated elements. Consider
the 2n ˆ 2n matrix ER:
ER “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
ERe
11
EIm
11
... ERe
1n ´E
Im
1n
´EIm
11
ERe
11
... ´EIm
1n E
Re
1n
... ... ...
ERen1 E
Im
n1 ... E
Re
nn ´E
Im
nn
´EImn1 E
Re
n1 ... ´E
Im
nn E
Re
nn
˛
‹‹‹‹‚, (11)
then
detcol
2nˆ2npE
R ` CorrTriDiagq “ (12)
“ detcolnˆnpE ` diagpn´ 1, n´ 2, ..., 1, 0qqdet
col
nˆnpE¯ ` diagpn´ 1, n´ 2, ..., 1, 0qq, (13)
here E is an n by n matrix with Eij on the position pijq, respectively E¯ with E¯ij “ E
Re
ij ´ iE
Im
ij .
(Clearly ER is decomplexification of E). The matrix CorrTriDiag is defined by the formula 6 above.
Actually, it is more convenient to prove a more general result given below. It allows us to see
more clearly what properties are used at each step. It is the main theorem of the paper.
Theorem 2 page 22 (section 3.2).
Consider n ˆ n matrices C,Q, for any two matrix elements α, β of matrices C,Q, it is true
that rα, β¯s “ 0, i.e. all elements commute with complex conjugated elements. Assume also that
their elements satisfy the following relations (the relations are column-wise i.e. NO relation between
elements from different columns):
@i, j, k : rCik, Cjks “ CikQjk ´ CjkQik, rCik, Qjks “ rCjk, Qiks, rQik, Qjks “ 0, (14)
then the following analog of holomorphic factorization holds:
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for any central elements di:
detcol
2nˆ2npC
R `QRCorrTriDiagq “ (15)
“ detcolnˆnpC `Qdiagpdn, dn´1, ..., d2, d1qqdet
col
nˆnpC¯ ` Q¯diagpdn, dn´1, ..., d2, d1qq, (16)
where there are two options for the matrix CorrTriDiag , the first one is:
CorrTriDiag “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
dn ` 1{4 i{4 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0
i{4 dn ´ 1{4 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 dn´1 ` 1{4 i{4 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 i{4 dn´1 ´ 1{4 0 0 ... 0 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... d1 ` 1{4 i{4
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... i{4 d1 ´ 1{4
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
. (17)
The second option for CorrTriDiag is the same formula with substitution i to ´i, i.e. complex
conjugate to the first one.
We also discuss Cayley identities, but these results are fairly straight-forward, or open questions,
so we will not mention them in introduction, just referring to the main text.
1.3 The Capelli identities and around
Here we describe the relation of the Capelli identities with other questions and give some brief
overview of the related works. We have 4 subsections 1) describe relation with the Wick ordering
2) describe applications in representation theory 3) present observation that Capelli determinant
equals to the Duflo image of the commutative determinant, thus providing conceptual meaning for
the Capelli determinant 4) give brief overview of the Capelli identities.
1.3.1 Capelli means: Wick ordered quantization is ”great”. Open issues
Let us give another point of view on Capelli identities quite inspiring in certain questions and relates
them with the general problem of ordering in quantization theory. Commutative algebras are related
to classical physics, and non-commutative algebras to quantum physics. Hamiltonians of classical
systems are typically some functions of commuting variables qi, pi. While Hamiltonians of quantum
systems are functions of non-commuting variables qˆi, pˆi, such that rqˆi, pˆjs “ δij (we omit Planck
constant) and rqˆi, qˆjs “ rpˆi, pˆjs “ 0. To get quantum Hamiltonian from classical Hamiltonian, one
needs somehow to resolve the ”ordering problem” (i.e. if classical expression contains qp it may
correspond to qˆpˆ or pˆqˆ or 1{2ppˆqˆ ` qˆpˆq etc). The simplest recipe is ”Wick ordering” i.e. put the qˆi
lefter than pˆi:
Wick : Crqi, pis Ñ Crqˆi, pˆis, (18)
Wickp
ź
qkii p
ni
i q “ p
ź
qˆkii pˆ
ni
i q. (19)
The choice of ordering is not unique. And the important question is: if we have some good
property for the classical system (e.g. system is integrable) will it be preserved on the quantum
level if we use certain ordering ? It is believed that no ordering will work well for all situations.
The correct construction of a quantum system from a classical one remains somehow an art. In this
respect, the claim below, that in certain situations Wick ordering (which is very simple) works very
well, comes as a surprise.
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Now we are ready to formulate the first message of this subsection. For the classical systems
whose Hamiltonians are related with Capelli identities (e.g. Gaudin model) the Wick
ordering is expected to work very well. For example for the Gaudin model the identity [MTV06]
implies that Wick ordering of classical Hamiltonians produce quantum commuting Hamiltonians,
which is a highly non-trivial fact, and the only existing proof uses the Capelli identity and Talalaev’s
theorem [Ta04].
Let us reformulate the Capelli identities with the help of the Wick ordering. Let Z,D be the
same as above - formula 2. In our paper we do not use q, p notations for variables, but zij plays role
of q, variables pij play role of p, respectively Bzij play role pˆ and zˆij “ zij . So Wick ordering in our
notations looks as - put zij to the left of Bzij :
Wickp
ź
z
kij
ij p
nij
ij q “
ź
z
kij
ij B
nij
zij
. (20)
Formulations of the Capelli with Wick:
detcolpZDt ` diagpn´ 1, n´ 2, ..., 1, 0qq “ WickpdetpZP tqq. (21)
The standard Capelli follows immediately: WickpdetpZP tqq “ WickpdetpZqdetpP tqq “
WickpdetpZqqWickpdetpP tqq “ detpZqdetpDtq.
permcolpZtD ´ diagpn´ 1, n´ 2, ..., 1, 0qq “ WickppermpZtP qq. (22)
Again, it follows from the known Capelli identities for permanents [Wil81],[Na91], [CFR09] in the
same way as above. Note that in commutative case there is Cauchy-Binet formula for permanents
(e.g. proposition 13 page 49 [CFR09]).
ImmanantquantumpZD
tq “ WickpImmanantstandardpZP
tqq. (23)
Again it follows from the known Capelli identities for immanants5 [Wil81], [Ok96]. Construction of
”quantum immanants” in [Ok96] is also called ”fusion procedure” in physics literature (e.g. [KSZ07]
6).
The [MTV06] identity (see also [CF07]) is even more striking since there is no need for any
correction terms on the left hand side. 7 One needs to introduce auxiliary commuting variables t
and λ with the agreement that Wickpλq “ Bt.
detcolpBt ´ ZD
t{tq “Wickpdetpλ´ ZP t{tqq. (24)
5 Classical immanants are parametrized by representations pi of GLn and Immanantpgq “ Trpippipgqq for matrix
g P GLn.
6There are quite a lot physicist’s activities on quantum immanants (e.g. ”fusion”) which is in somewhat ”parallel
universe” to mathematician’s activities. Immanants for diagonal matrices are precisely Schur functions which satisfy
plenty relations e.g. Giambelli, Jacobi-Trudi. There are quite many physicist’s papers deriving ”quantum” analogues
of these relations, which are sometimes called ”Cherednik-Bazhanov-Reshetikhin” formulas see e.g. [AKLTZ11] and
references there in. These considerations are important in AdS/CFT correpondence - hence they became quite a hot
topic in physics literature (see [AdSCFTInteg] chapter III.7).
7here we give a simplified example of [MTV06],[CF07] result which is actually equivalent to the standard one. More
general version is same statement but for more general matrix: Lptq “ Bt´A´Zpt´Bq
´1Dt, where A,B are constant
C-valued matrices and X,D can be rectangular
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So Wick ordering gives us not only commuting Hamiltonians, but also important differential operator
in t (called ”GL-oper” in Langlands theory, ”Baxter’s T-Q relation ” or ”Sklyanin’s quantum spectral
curve” in integrability ([CT06])). Let us remark that Bt´ZD
t{t is an example of Manin matrix, and
the idea to put Bt is a particular case of Talalaev’s [Ta04] idea.
So the second message of this subsection is that all the identities above have the form
FquantumpWickpZP
tqq “ WickpFclassicalpZP
tqq, (25)
where Fclassical is some invariant function (determinant, permanent, etc...) and Fquantum is its ap-
propriately understood quantum version i.e. some correcting terms introduced or fixed row-column
order, etc. And the statement has the form that ”Wick and F commute” modulo these correc-
tions.
For certain reasons we believe that the left hand side quantum expressions (e.g. Capelli de-
terminants, permanents, immananats...) are ”correct quantizations” of the corresponding classical
expressions (because they are very good from representation theory and integrability points of view
- they give central elements, they preserve integrability and so on). The moral of these identities
is: these ”correct quantizations” are just Wick orderings of the corresponding classical
expressions.
We think that the situation above is specific to Capelli’s setup, but it might be that it is not
the only example. Understanding when Wick ordering is a ”correct quantization” seems quite an
interesting issue.
Open questions.
The open questions formulated in [CF07]: whether the identity 24 holds true if we substitute det
with permanent and trace.
The general questions - can the identities above be extended to the case of symmetric and anti-
symmetric matrices Z and D ? We may also consider their extension to rectangular matrices.
About the first one we know from Turnbull (for symmetric case) and Howe-Umeda Kostant-Sahi
(for antisymmetric n-even, (the n-odd is an open conjecture in [CSS08] page 36 bottom conjectures
5.1, 5.2)) that the identity is true. The second identity is actually also known for antisymmetric
matrices from Turnbull (see [FZ93] last theorem page 10 (without proof) and [CSS08] proposition
1.5 page 9, and it also follows combining [CFR09] theorem 13 page 50 and proposition 13 page 49).
The other cases remain open to the best of our knowledge.
And finally one can try to do ”decomplexification” and ”dequaternionifications” of the identities
above, similar to what is done in the present paper.
Wick ordering has been generalized to quantization of symplectic manifolds [DLS01], it would be
interesting to explore orbits and their quantization and try to get generalize Capelli identities in this
set up.
1.3.2 Why matrices with non-commutative entries are interesting
Reason 1. Matrices with noncommutative elements appear in representation theory and quantum
integrable systems theory. Roughly speaking the reason is the following: one wishes to consider
certain operators (e.g. commuting Hamiltonians in integrability theory or elements of centers, in-
tertwiners, etc. in representation theory) or, more generally, elements of some non-commutative
algebras. It turns out that explicitly written formulas for them are rather complicated, but the in-
sight is that complicated operators can be constructed as determinants, traces, etc... of
some matrices with noncommutative entries, while the matrices themselves have much
simpler form and more easier to deal with than the operators of interest).
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Reason 2. The second reason for us is actually an illusive dream. The non-commutative elements
can be matrices themselves. So we get usual matrices, with additional structure of partition to
blocks. If these blocks satisfy certain specific commutation relations, then many useful facts of
commutative linear algebra can be extended to them and detpAqdetpBq “ detpAB ` correctionq is
just an example.In particular, if such block-matrices appear in some practical application,
then standard algorithms (matrix inversion, svd, etc.) can be improved to work faster.
The problem is that now it seems hard to imagine real life application where such block-matrices
may appear.
Examples for reason 1.
Probably the main example is the quantum group theory, which originated as a mathematical
framework for the Yang-Baxter equation and related RTT “ TTR matrix equations. So non-
commutative matrices are intimately related to quantum groups. But let us provide examples from
the more classical representation theory, which are quite related to the present paper. Let us also refer
to survey by A. Molev [Mol02] and references therein, and recent work [AG11] for other examples.
Proposition (Capelli). Consider
detcolnˆnpE ` diagpn´ 1, n´ 2, ..., 1, 0q ` tq “
ÿ
k
Ckt
k. (26)
All elements Ck belong to the center of Upglnq. (Actually they freely generate the center.) Here
matrix E is defined as usually as Eij stands on position pijq, where Eij P gln Ă Upglnq is the matrix
with zeros everywhere except 1 at the position pijq.
The easiest proof is based on the Capelli identity: consider for simplicity only the determinant
C0. Capelli identity states C0 “ detpZqdetpDq. To check that the element is central is the same
as to check that it is invariant with respect to action of GLn by conjugation, this is easy to see:
detpgZg´1qdetpgZg´1q “ detpgqdetpZqdetpgq´1detpgqdetpZqdetpgq´1 “ detpZqdetpDq. To get similar
proof for Ci we should consider Capelli identities for rectangular matrices, it is a little longer, so let
us omit it.
The second example is related to Talalaev’s formula and the center of Ucritpglnrt, t
´1sq.
Consider Lie algebra glnrt, t
´1s and its universal enveloping Ucritpglnrt, t
´1sq (actually several
technical details are necessary - central extension, putting central element to be equal to some
specific number ”critical level” and making the local completion). Denote as Lpzq the matrix:
Lpzq “
ÿ
i“´8...8
1
zi`1
¨
˝ E1,1ti ... E1,nti... ... ...
En,1t
i ... En,nt
i
˛
‚ (27)
Here, z is a formal parameter, Eijt
k are elements of glnrt, t
´1s (more precisely elements of
Ucritpglnrt, t
´1sq). The following theorem is based on D. Talalaev’s breakthrough result [Ta04].
Theorem [CT06], [CM08] The elements Ci,k P Ucritpglnrt, t
´1sq defined by Talalaev’s type
formula below freely generate the center of Ucritpglnrt, t
´1sq
: detcolpBz ´ Lpzqq :“
ÿ
i“0...n,k“´8...8
Bizz
kCi,k, (28)
here : ... : denotes the standard ”normal ordering” (: apzqbpzq :“ apzq`bpzq ` bpzqapzq´;, where
apzq` “
ř
iě0 a´i´1z
i; apzq´ “
ř
iă0 a´i´1z
i).
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The result has been extended to the super case glpn|mqrt, t´1s [MR09], and to other classical
Lie algebras (B,C,D-series) in [M11]. Related results are in [RST09] for elliptic algebras and q-
analogs [CFRS]. Let us mention the paper [MTV05], where Talalaev’s formula is used to settle some
long-standing conjecture in real algebraic geometry.
Let us also mention that the matrix pBz ´ Lpzqq is a Manin matrix with respect to the normal
ordered product ([CF07], [CM08]).
And finally remark that if we restrict the Lax matrix from glnrt, t
´1s to gln itself, i.e. just preserve
only the term corresponding to i “ 0 in formula 27, then Talalaev’s formula will give elements of
the center of Upglnq, and they will coincide with the Capelli elements ([MTV06]). In that sense
Talalaev’s formula provides correct generalization to glnrt, t
´1s of the Capelli elements for gln.
1.3.3 Capelli determinant = Duflo (determinant)
The observation below seems to be new. Briefly speaking we claim that the Capelli determinant
equals to the image under the Duflo map for the Lie algebra gln of the standard determinant of
matrix with commuting entries. Duflo map [Duf77] is something amazing and general, so the claim
provides a conceptual meaning of the Capelli determinant which has been introduced somewhat ad
hoc in nineteenth century. Let us go on with details. We refer to [Kir99], [CR11] for information on
Duflo map.
Consider square n ˆ n matrix E with elements Eij . Assume elements Eij satisfy commutation
relations:
rEij, Ekls “ δjkEil ´ δilEkj, (29)
i.e. the same relations which are satisfied by the matrices which have zeros everywhere except 1 at
position pijq - i.e. basic generators of Lie algebra glpnq. Under this assumption, as is well-known 8,
for all u P C Capelli determinants detcolpE ` diagpn ´ 1, n ´ 2, ...1, 0q ` u Idq commute will all Eij
i.e. they are central element in algebra generated by Eij.
Consider universal enveloping algebra Upglnq, i.e. algebra generated by Eij with the only relations
29. Consider also symmetric algebra Spglnq which is commutative polynomial algebra CrEijs. For
any finite-dimensional Lie algebra g over field of characteristic zero M. Duflo constructed the map:
Duflo : Spgq Ñ Upgq, (30)
which is being restricted on Spgqg gives isomoprhism of commutative algebras Spgqg and
ZUpgq “ Upgqg . Also Duflo map is9 isomorphism of graded vector spaces and g-modules. Moreover
it is identity map on associated graded algebras Id “ gr ˝Duflo : Spgq Ñ GrpUpgqq “ Spgq. Let us
emphasize that non-trivial part of the statement is isomorphism of commutative subalgebras.
Proposition 1 Consider matrix E with elements Eij. Slightly abusing notations, we will look at
Eij as generators of two algebras: first algebra - commutative Spglnq and second algebra - non-
commutative Upglnq. Consider commutative algebra Spglnq “ CrEijs and calculate detpEq as standard
determinant of matrix with commutative elements. Consider non-commutative algebra - universal
enveloping Upglnq and calculate Capelli determinant det
colpE`diagpn´1, n´2, ...1, 0q´pn´1q{2Idq
taking into account relations 29. Then:
DuflopdetpEqq “ detcolpE ` diagpn´ 1, n´ 2, ...1, 0q ´ pn ´ 1q{2Idq, (31)
8 See formula 26 page 11 and around
9on the whole Spgq without restriction to Spgqg
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i.e. the image of the standard determinant under the Duflo map equals to the Capelli determinant.
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Remark 1 diagpn´ 1, n´ 2, ...1, 0q´ pn´ 1q{2Id “ diagppn´ 1q{2, pn´ 3q{2, ...´pn´ 3q{2,´pn´
1q{2qq. We get trace zero diagonal correction, which is rather natural.
Proof. 11 Observe that both left hand side and right hand side belong to the center of Upglnq.
Left hand side - due to Duflo, right hand side essentially due to Capelli. It is known, that to check that
two elements of ZUpglnq coincide it is enough to check that their values in irreducible highest weight
pλ1, ...λnq representations coincide, i.e. their Harish-Chandra images coincide. It is rather easy to see
that image of the determinant on Capelli side equals to pλ1`pn´1q{2qpλ2`pn´3q{2q...pλn´pn´1q{2q,
because we can calculate the desired value on the highest weight vector itself, and so all upper
diagonal elements of E act by zero on it and so determinant equals to the product of diagonal
terms, which equals to expression above on the highest weight vector. On the other hand by Duflo
it is known how to calculate Harish-Chandra image of any element obtained by the Duflo map.
Consider any element A in Spglnq
gln it can be identified with some symmetric polynom ppλiq, then
Harish ´ ChandrapDuflopAqq “ ppλ1 ` pn ´ 1q{2, λ2 ` pn ´ 3q{2, ..., λn ´ pn ´ 1q{2q. Applying
Duflo’s result to detpEq which corresponds to symmetric function
ś
i λi we get the same result as
for Capelli determinant, so proposition is proved. l
In the same way we can prove similar result for Capelli permanents, and then MacMahon-Wronski
relation between Capelli permanents and Capelli determinants follows from the same relation in
commutative case - just because Duflo map is homomorphism. This gives alternative proof of the
results [U03]. It would be interesting to clarify the relation between quantum immanants [Ok96] and
Duflo images of classical immanants. In particular in [BB06] certain Capelli type determinants has
been constructed, it might be they can also be equal to the Duflo images of corresponding classical
expressions.
M. Kontsevich [Kon97] generalized the Duflo map to quantization of an arbitrary Poisson
manifold, this stimulated much interest in Duflo map - see [CR11]. He showed that Poisson
center of Poisson algebra FunpMq is isomorphic to the center of the non-commutative algebra
QuantizationpFunpMqq for any smooth manifold M . So if some element d belongs to the Pois-
son center of FunpMq we should consider Duflo ´ Konstsevichpdq as ”correct quantization of an
element d”. Respectively proposition above shows that Capelli determinant is correct quantization
of a standard determinant. Highly intriguing is to consider the case of loop algebras, try to define
Duflo map for them (standard construction does not work, since algebra is infinite-dimensional) and
try to relate with Talalaev’s formula.
To conclude Capelli elements in the centers are down-to-earth, simple-to-work, but somewhat
ad hoc, elements, on the other hand Duflo map gives general and conceptual way to construct such
elements, but it is difficult to write down them explicitly in some PBW-basis. The equality between
the two elements gives a pleasant conclusion that we have elements which are both easy-to-work and
conceptually clear. It would be interesting to generalize this result for other Lie algebras and not
only for determinants, permanents.
10Pay attention that in Capelli identity we have detcolpE`diagpn´1, n´2, ...1, 0qq, while here: detcolpE`diagpn´
1, n´ 2, ...1, 0q ´ pn´ 1q{2Idq, the difference is ´pn´ 1q{2Id.
11Our motivation to guess this fact was rather indirect and related to [CR04]: from this conjecture (which was later
proved in [Cat07]) we can conclude that Duflo determinant should vanish in representations corresponding to orbits
of dimensions less than generic orbit - roughly speaking standard determinant vanishes on matrices of rank less than
full and Duflo map respects this - the same can be directly seen for the Capelli determinant, moreover their symbols
coincide - hence the difference can be only the minors of lower degree - but they do not vanish on smaller dimensional
orbits, hence the difference is zero.
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1.3.4 Brief overview of the Capelli identities
Let us briefly mention surrounding works on the Capelli identities, which are known to us to some
extent. This brief survey is not complete.We refer to [Um98] and to Wikipedia article [WikiCapelli]
for further information. Current version of Wikipedia article has been mainly written by the present
author. Wikipedia is a collaborative resource, so let me express a hope that some one will participate
in improving the article.
The ”pre-history” period - let us mention only Alfredo Capelli himself, Herbert W. Turnbull,
the book by Herman Weyl ”The Classical Groups, their Invariants and Representations”, G.C. Rota
[GCRota69] as referred in [Wil81],[CW81].
The modern interest strongly motivated by the works by Roger Howe who related the iden-
tities with the theory of dual pairs [H89]. Several papers appeared at the beginning of 90-ies
[HU91], [KS91], [FZ93], etc... Important bunch of works by the Russian team (members of A.A.
Kirillov’s seminar) A.Molev, M. Nazarov, A. Okounkov and G. Olshanski appeared in the middle
of 90-ies. These developments were partly motivated by the discovery that technique originating in
integrable system theory and quantum groups (Yangians) can be applied to the subject, in particular
Capelli determinant can be obtained as Yangian’s quantum determinant. There were obtained gen-
eralizations to immanants (”higher Capelli identities”), generalizations to semi-simple Lie algebras
and to their super-analogues - we refer to surveys [MNO94], [Mol02], [WikiCapelli] and references
therein. Japanese researchers (T. Umeda, his colleagues and students) extended the Capelli iden-
tity to quantum groups (see references in [Um98], [WikiCapelli]). Later on they concentrated the
classical Lie algebras. Many dual pairs has been considered, results extended from determinants to
permanents, traces and immanants, various non-commutative linear algebra theorems has been dis-
covered (Cayley-Hamilton, Cramer theorems, Newton formulas, etc.); simple proofs for some classical
identities has been worked out. (See papers by T. Umeda, T. Hashimoto, M. Itoh, K. Kinoshita, K.
Nishiyama, A. Wachi, M. Wakayama referred in [Um98], [WikiCapelli]). The short and very readable
paper by Toru Umeda [Um98AMS] is highly recommended.
Probably around 2000 one might have feeling that the story may be not ended, but the landscape is
quite seen. The generalizations come in several directions: 1) various dual pairs for different super-q-
semisimple Lie algebras; 2) determinants can be changed by permanents, pfaffians, traces, immanants,
etc., 3) not only the identity detpABq “ detpAqdetpBq, but other facts of linear algebra (Cayley-
Hamilton, Cramer, Newton, ...) become of interest for Capelli type matrices with non-commuting
elements. (See [CFR09] for extensive list of references on ”non-commutative linear algebra”).
But after 2006 there appeared several unexpected and remarkable achievements in the area. In
[MTV06] remarkable generalization of the Capelli identity related to integrability (see also [CF07])
has been found. It should be thought of as a kind of extension of the Capelli theory from finite-
dimensional Lie algebras to their loop algebras. So the questions how to generalize previously
known results to loop algebras, understanding their relation to integrability and Langlands cor-
respondence arise. In [CSS08] unexpected generalization appeared - previously all identities has
been related to semisimple Lie algebras or their q-super-deformations - but the identity found in
[CSS08] has nothing to do with this. It has purely algebraic form claiming that if certain com-
mutation relations between matrix elements holds true then there exists an analog of the formula
detpAqdetpBq “ detpABq, but in the right hand side appeared Capelli-like correction detpAB ` Qq,
either A or B is Manin matrix in these formulas. Some generalizations and alternative proofs were
proposed in [CFR09]. Finally in 2011 another unexpected formula has been proposed in the paper
[AH11], the present paper is motivated by it. The formula claims Capelli type identity for 4 ˆ 4
matrices detpHRqdetpDRq “ detpHRDR ` Correctionq. The matrices HR, DR have a form of ”de-
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quaternionification” i.e. natural representation of quaternions by real valued 4 ˆ 4 matrices, the
matrix HR contains x1, x2, x3, x4, while D
R contains B1, B2, B3, B4. So in the present paper we consider
similar situation but for ”decomplexification” and our work treats the general case of nˆn matrices.
Also we get various generalizations like rectangular, (anti)-symmetric, etc. identities.
Last, but not least let us mention brilliant, but undeservedly forgotten paper from the combina-
torial community - paper by S.G. Williamson [Wil81] who discovered generalization of the Capelli
identities to permanents and immanants, somehow foreseeing the works by A. Okounkov and M.
Nazarov decade later. His approach avoids ”fusion procedure” which was the key ingredient of the
later works and constructs ”higher Capelli” identities purely by combinatorial means. Let us also
mention the paper [CW81] where remarkable generalizations of the Cayley type identity has been
found.
1.4 Comments on results, paper organization, proofs etc.
We have 4 subsections here: 1) explain what we prove first, what we prove second and why 2)
describe organization of the paper 3) explain the main idea of the proof 4) make further rather
informal comments.
1.4.1 Brief summary of results and their inter-relations
We have two kinds of main results - first are about Capelli identity (detpAqdetpBq “ detpAB `
correctionq), another about holomorphic factorization (detpAR ` corq “ detpA ` corqdetpA¯ ` Ďcorq).
We also discuss Cayley identities, but these just for completeness - these results are fairly straight-
forward or open. All Capelli type results follows from holomorphic factorization results and known
previously Capelli identities. So let us first discuss factorization results. Our key general result -
is theorem 2 in section 3.2. It gives certain general conditions when factorization result holds true.
Next we easily check that Capelli type matrix satisfies these conditions, hence get factorization result
for it. It is necessary for Capelli identities.
Capelli results are splitted into three - for square matrices, for rectangular and [CSS08]-type
generalized Capelli. First one is an immediate corollary of holomorphic factorization, but surprisingly
for rectangular case we need some additional work. We also present [CSS08]-type identity which gives
certain conditions which are sufficient for the Capelli identity. The first one is a corollary of it, but
we think exposition should be organized from simple and explicit to more complicated and abstract.
1.4.2 Organization of the paper
Section 2 page 17 contains some preliminary notations. We hope reader may skip it and look it only
if something is unclear. In the main text we try to remind basic notations when we use them or to
make them ”intuitively” clear.
Section 3 page 20 contains the main results. We prove the holomorphic factorization for the
determinants of certain non-commutative matrices. First we give some general result, after deduce
from it some more concrete propositions about Capelli matrix.
Section 4 page 30 contains the Capelli identities. Which we deduce from the results of the
previous section.
In section 5 page 42 we mention some analogues of the Cayley identities which are rather
straight-forward.
In the last section 6 page 44 we mentions problems with ”dequaternionification” and discuss
further open problems.
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1.4.3 On proofs. Key issue - cancellation is global, but calculation is local
The proofs are quite elementary and easy, however it seems to us that direct proof of the Capelli
identities above would hardly be possible, by the reasons explained below. So we hope that (at least
part of) simplicity is due to the right strategy.
The main difficulty is proving holomorphic factorization theorem 2 page 22 in section 3.2. All
other results follows from it more or less easily.
The key issue about the proof of this result is the following. The calculational (and so ”hard”)
part of the proof is actually ”local” i.e. we work with ΨΨ¯, but not with the product
ś
kΨkΨ¯k. So
calculational part is essentially about 2x2 matrices, which means it is easily manageable. This is
proposition 8 page 27 . The correction k´ ą rk ` 1{4, i{4; i{4, k ´ 1{4s appears here.
So we consider as a key idea that it was observed that commutative fact ΨRealΨImag “ ΨΨ¯{p´2iq
can be relaxed to ΦRealΦImag “ ΨΨ¯{p´2iq ` holomorphicpΨiq, where holomorphicpΨiq does not
contain Ψ¯i. And that this relaxed condition is enough to get desired results about non-commutative
matrices.
The second part is to get from this ”local” result a required theorem. It is quite easy. See
proposition 7 page 25 . Essentially it is the fact that
ś
kpΨkΨ¯k{p´2iq ` holomorphickpΨiqq “ś
kpΨkΨ¯k{p´2iqq - too many holomorphic terms multiplies to zero. I.e. only product
ś
k“1...nΨkΨ¯k
is non zero, but if we have one of terms is not ΨΨ¯ but ΨaΨb (without ”bar”) it will be zero. But the
point is that unwanted terms cancel only when we multiply ALL terms k “ 1...n, for any
finite part k “ 1...m ă n unwanted terms are present and equality above is obviously not true. So
the cancellation is in some sense ”global”, but ”easy”.
In this respect the present proof seems to be quite different from the proofs given in [CFR09]
and (probably) [FZ93], [CSS08], where proofs go inductively in the size of the matrix and we get
cancellations for each smaller size and use this on the next step. Such strategy is not expected to
work for our Capelli identities, since the cancellation is ”global”. The representation theory approach
to Capelli identities [HU91], [KS91] has a disadvantage that it cannot work for the general identities
of [CSS08]-type, e.g. theorem 6 page 34 or our main theorem 2 page 22 .
1.4.4 Further comments
Some comments here might be subjective, but to our taste they might help understanding and giving
some focus for attention.
What is surprising ? The fact that correction changes in quite a non-trivial manner:
k´ ą
ˆ
k ` 1{4 i{4
i{4 k ´ 1{4
˙
, (32)
seems quite unexpected for us. When we started we naively hoped that correction would be much
simpler k´ ą diagpk, kq or may be diagpk ´ 1, k ` 1q or may be 1{2 will appear, but the fact
the correction is not real - it contains ”i” and is quite far from integers - contains 1{4 seems quite
surprising.
How do we come here ? The primary motivation for this paper is [AH11], where Capelli-type
identity for 4x4 matrices has been obtained. Since the approach to Capelli identities developed in
[CFR09] seems to us quite simple and powerful, it was interesting to try to use it on the new case.
Also after some time of looking on the result of [AH11] we came to understanding that it can be
generalized to nˆn matrices. However after some attempts it became clear that approach of [CFR09]
does not seem to work directly for the new identities. Somehow it become clear that it is much more
easy to prove factorization result and Capelli will follow from it.
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What technique is used ? Our approach is rather elementary based on the algebraic manipula-
tions with anti-commuting (Grassman) variables ψi. Generalizing the fact that detpMq “ ψ
M
1
...ψMn ,
where ψMi “
ř
k ψkMki. Its usage in non-commutative setup has been pioneered by Yu. Manin
[Man87]. It also has been used by Japanese researchers in their works on Capelli identities e.g.
[Um98AMS]. We also applied it [CFR09] to Capelli identities and Manin matrices.
What seemed ”difficult” to us ? The first quite simple guess is looking on [AH11] to come
to Capelli identities above with unknown form of correction. Second guess is to understand that it is
better to search for holomorphic factorization result and reduce Capelli to it. It seems quite important
step because direct attack on Capelli above is hardly possible - especially on anti-symmetric version
- which up to now resists all attempts to be proved directly by methods like [FZ93],[CSS08],[CFR09],
and also see arguments above that cancellation is somewhat global, and also for us correction was
unknown. The third point is somehow find way of finding right correction term and proving the
holomorphic factorization. In commutative case it can be done due to ΨRealΨImag “ ΨΨ¯{p´2iq So
in non-commutative case taking into account existence of ”correction term” it is natural to search
for pΨReal ` correction1qpΨImag ` corrrection2q “ ΨΨ¯{p´2iq. But this does not exist. This was
main trouble for us. At some point working on this problem we lost a hope to get any positive results
and just wanted to get any (since some time already invested) - may be negative result just in the
simplest 4x4 case. Luckily quite a long direct computations in 4x4 case lead to positive result - we
found the identity. Analyzing it and reassured in happy end, we see that the only way is to relax
condition ΨRealΨImag “ ΨΨ¯{p´2iq to ΦRealΦImag “ ΨΨ¯{p´2iq`holomorphicpΨiq. Things went more
or less smoothly after that.
The time spent - some evenings of about 2 months until we get main result and 3 for further
improvements, polishing and writing.
2 Preliminaries
The reader is recommended to skip this technical section during the first reading. For simplicity one
may assume that our algebras are over R and notation AC denotes their complexification: A bR C
(more general formalism is described below). For a matrix M with elements in AC we denote
by MR - its real form (”decomplexification”) i.e. each element Mij is substituted by 2x2 matrixˆ
realpMijq imagpMijq
´imagpMijq realpMijq
˙
. We denote by ψMk the following: ψ
M
k “
ř
i ψiMik for some variables
ψi. Column-determinant is defined by the standard formula det
colM “
ř
σPSn
p´1qσ
ś
ñ
i“1,...,nMσpiqi,
where
ś
i“1,...,nMσpiq,i means that the elements from the first column go first, then from the second
column and so on and so forth. If necessary see more details below.
2.1 Formal complex numbers kris. Notation AC
For the reader briefly looking this paper we suggest to consider that our algebras are over R and
notation AC denotes its complexification AbRC. But for those who are interested deeper we provide
more general framework. We can start with an arbitrary ground field k (e.g. finite or C ) and
define its complexification kris which may not be a field but just a commutative ring. The reasons to
describe such framework are twofold. First reason is that clearly considerations here are algebraic and
should work over any (e.g. finite field). Second reason - main examples are related to representation
theory so one may want to consider representation of AC in some C-vector space, then we will face
with certain ambiguities - like complex conjugation will act only on AC or on representation space
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also ? The formalism below avoids such ambiguities.
Let us introduce a formal variable i such that i2 “ ´1, consider an algebra kris for some field k.
We can call kris ”formal complex” numbers. 12
In this paper we will work with algebras over kris.
Notation 1 For some (may be non-commutative) algebra A over k, let us denote its ”complexifi-
cation” AC “ A ` iA “ A bk kris.
Notation 2 For any element c P AC denote by Repcq its natural projection projection on A (first
set in A ` iA) and denote by Impcq projection on the second set. From now on writing c “ a ` ib
means that a “ Repcq and b “ Impcq.
Notation 3 The map ”formal complex conjugation” c ÞÑ c¯ is defined as usually a ` ib ÞÑ a ´ ib.
Lemma 1 The ”formal complex conjugation” c ÞÑ c¯ is isomorphism of AC.
This is obvious.
Remark 2 Let us emphasize that even in the case k “ C all our operations (real, imaginary parts,
complex conjugation) does not act on k “ C. They take into account only the formal ”i”.
2.2 Notation MR - real form of a ”complex” matrix M
Notation 4 Consider an algebra AC over kris and some n bymmatrix Z with elements in Zij P A
C.
Let us call its ”decomplexification” (real form) and denote ZR the 2n by 2m matrix which is defined
substituting each element Zij by the two by two matrixˆ
ZR,ij ZI,ij
´ZI,ij ZR,ij
˙
, (33)
where ZR,ij , ZI,ij are respectively real and imaginary parts of Z.
Example 1
Z “
ˆ
Z11 Z12
Z21 Z22
˙
, ZR “
¨
˚˝˚ ZR,11 ZI,11 ZR,12 ZI,12´ZI,11 ZR,11 ´ZI,12 ZR,12
ZR,21 ZI,21 ZR,22 ZI,22
´ZI,21 ZR,21 ´ZI,22 ZR,22
˛
‹‹‚. (34)
It is clear that:
Proposition 2 The correspondence M Ñ MR defines the homomorphism of algebras from
MatnˆnpA
Cq ÑMat2nˆ2npAq.
Proposition 3 Consider elements Ψ, Z P AC, write Ψ “ ΨR ` iΨI and Z “ ZR ` iZI , for real and
imaginary parts decomposition, then
pΨR,ΨIq
ˆ
ZR ZI
´ZI ZR
˙
“ pRepΨZq, ImpΨZqq. (35)
Proof is obvious. Let us emphasize that nothing more is required in this proposition except correct
definitions of Re, Im and i2 “ ´1. There is no need of commutativity and basic field k can be C.
Respectively the fact above is true for matrices:
12Typically k “ R and so kris “ C, but it is not necessary, in particular k “ C is allowed. More generally k can be
any commutative ring
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Corollary 1 For any elements Φi, Zij P A
C
pΨR,1,ΨI,1,ΨR,2,ΨI,2, ...,ΨR,n,ΨI,nq
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
ZR,11 ZI,11 ZR,12 ZI,12 ... ZR,1m ZI,1m
´ZI,11 ZR,11 ´ZI,12 ZR,12 ... ´ZI,1m ZR,1m
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
ZR,n1 ZI,n1 ZR,n2 ZI,n2 ... ZR,nm ZI,nm
´ZI,n1 ZR,n1 ´ZI,n2 ZR,n2 ... ´ZI,nm ZR,nm
˛
‹‹‹‹‚“ (36)
“ pRepΨZ
1
q, ImpΨZ
1
q, RepΨZ
2
q, ImpΨZ
2
q, ..., RepΨZmq, ImpΨ
Z
mqq. (37)
where ΨZi are (as usually) defined as:
pΨZ
1
,ΨZ
2
, ...,ΨZmq “ (38)
“ pΨ1,Ψ2, ...,Ψnq
¨
˚˝˚ Z11 Z12 ... Z1mZ21 Z22 ... Z2m
... ... ... ...
Zn1 Zn2 ... Znm
˛
‹‹‚. (39)
2.3 Key fact ΨRealΨImag “ ΨΨ¯{p´2iq in commutative case
Lemma 2 Consider Ψ “ ΨR ` iΨI , and respectively Ψ¯ “ ΨR ´ iΨI , such that pΨRq
2 “ 0, pΨIq
2 “
0,ΨRΨI `ΨRΨI “ 0, then
ΨRΨI “
1
´2i
ΨΨ¯. (40)
Proof is straightforward.
2.4 Notation ΨMk , Grassman variables, and column determinant
Notation 5 Consider some nˆm matrix M and some variables ψ1, ..., ψn we will denote by ψ
M
k ,
k “ 1...m the elements defined as ψMk “
ř
i“1...n ψiMik or in matrix notations:
pψM
1
, ..., ψMm q “ pψ1, ..., ψnq
¨
˝ M11 ... M1m...
Mn1 ... Mnm
˛
‚. (41)
Definition 1 Let M be a matrix with elements in some not necessarily commutative ring. The
column-determinant of M is defined in the standard way with prescription that one writes at first the
elements from the first column, then from the second column and so on and so forth:
detcolM “
ÿ
σPSn
p´1qσ
ñź
i“1,...,n
Mσpiqi, (42)
where Sn is the group of permutations of n letters, and the symbol ñ emphasize that in the productś
i“1,...,nMσpiq,i one writes at first the elements from the first column, then from the second column
and so on and so forth.
Consider any algebra A and anticommuting variables ψi P A (i.e. ψ
2
i “ 0, ψiψj “ ´ψjψi).
Consider some elements Mpq P A such that ψi commute with Mpq: @i, p, q : rψi,Mpqs “ 0.
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Lemma 3 For an arbitrary matrix M (not necessarily with commuting entries) it holds:
detcolpMq ψ1...ψn “ ψ
M
1
...ψMn , (43)
The proof is straightforward.
Let us emphasize the ψMi will not in general anticommute. The requierment of their anticommu-
tativity is one of the definitions of Manin matrix[CFR09], where one can find further discussions of
non-commutative determinants, etc.
3 Holomorphic factorization of the determinants
This section contains the results on holomorphic factorization of the determinants of the form
detpMR ` corRq “ detpM ` corqdetpM¯ ` Ďcorq. Here are 3 subsections 1) we remind and analyze
the proof of this fact in the commutative case, obtaining the first (easy) non-commutative general-
ization for matrices where elements in each column commute (in particular for Manin matrices) 2)
we prove our main result - theorem 2 page 22 which describes certain quite general commutation
relations which ensures factorization theorem 3) we prove factorization theorem for Capelli type
matrix - it rather easily follows from our main theorem.
3.1 Holomorphic factorization in commutative and Manin cases
Let us recall the standard proposition detpMRq “ detpMqdetpMq for matrices over commutative rings
and analyze its proof (looking how much commutativity is used). This proof and analysis will be
guiding principle for what follows, we strongly suggest the reader who is interested in the proof of the
main theorem not to omit this section. As a bonus of our analysis we prove first non-commutative
(easy) version of the factorization theorem. This easy version does not contain ”corrections” (i.e.
detpMq, not detpM ` corq).
Proposition 4 Consider an n by n matrix C over commutative alegbra AC. Let 2n by 2n matrix
CR with elements in A be its ”decomplexification” (real form), 13 then
det
2nˆ2npC
Rq “ detnˆnpCqdetnˆnpC¯q. (44)
Proof. Consider Grassman algebra ΛrψR,1, ψI,1, ..., ψR,n, ψI,ns with 2n generators , define n vari-
ables ψi “ ψR,1 ` iψI,1 which are elements of the complexified Grassman algebra Λ
CrψR,i, ψI,is.
13 if necessary - see subsection 2.2 for notations
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The proof goes as follows:
det
2nˆ2npC
Rq
ź
k“1...n
ψR,kψI,k “ (45)
use lemma 3 page 19 (46)
“
ź
k“1...2n
ψC
R
k “ (47)
use lemma 2 page 19 (48)
“
ź
k“1...n
RepψCk qImpψ
C
k q “ (49)
use corollary 1 that ψRealψImag “ ψψ¯{p´2iq (50)
“
1
p´2iqn
ź
k“1...n
ψCk ψ¯
C
k “ (51)
use that ψφ¯ “ ´φ¯ψ (52)
“
1
p´2iqn
p´1qnpn´1q{2
ź
k“1...n
ψCk
ź
k“1...n
ψ¯Ck “ (53)
use lemma 3 page 20 (54)
“
1
p´2iqn
p´1qnpn´1q{2detnˆnpCq
ź
k“1...n
ψk detnˆnpC¯q
ź
k“1...n
ψ¯k “ (55)
use ψRealψImag “ ψψ¯{p´2iq use ψφ¯ “ ´φ¯ψ (56)
“ detnˆnpCqdetnˆnpC¯q
ź
k“1...n
ψR,kψI,k. (57)
Comparing the first and the last expressions we get the desired result.
Proposition is proved. l
Let us analyze what properties has been used in this proof.
We have used lemma 3, which states:
detcolnˆnpMq
ź
k“1...n
ψk “
ź
k“1...n
ψMk . (58)
This lemma does not require any commutativity or other relation for elements of matrix M if we
use column-determinant. 14 Clearly for matrices with commuting entries column-determinant is
standard determinant.
We used:
ψφ¯ “ ´φ¯ψ. (59)
This is unavoidable constraint in our approach and we will always require that we work with some
elementsMi, such that rMi, M¯js “ 0. This is enough for our main application to the Capelli identities.
And finally the last requirement:
ψRealψImag “
1
´2i
ψψ¯. (60)
14See definition 1 page 19 . Briefly speaking it is defined by the same rule as the standard one, with the convention
that elements from first column are at the first position in the products, from second column are at the second position,
etc.
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Actually the main soul of the paper is around this formula. It is impossible to get the direct analog of
it in interesting cases, but some modification is necessary and the main point is that terms deviating
from this commutative formula can be finally canceled.
The following simple statement is our first bonus for careful looking on relaxation of commuta-
tivity.
Theorem 1 Consider an n by n matrix M over AC such that for any two its matrix elements α, β,
it is true that rα, β¯s “ 0, i.e. all elements commute with complex conjugated elements; and elements
in each column commute among themselves: @ i, j, c rMic,Mjcs “ 0 (for example this is true if M
is a Manin matrix (see subsection 4.2.1 page 33 or [CFR09]) ), then holomorphic factorization for
the determinant holds true :
detcol
2nˆ2nM
R “ detcolnˆnM det
col
nˆnM¯. (61)
Here detcol is column-determinant. See definition 1 page 19 .
Proof. The proof above actually works in this more general case.
Indeed, the condition that elements from the same column commute ensures that
RepψMk qImpψ
M
k q “
1
p´2iq
ψMk ψ¯
M
k , (62)
and hence equality 49 holds true.
Condition that rα, β¯s “ 0 for all matrix elements α, β of M , ensures that equality 51 is also true.
As we discussed above equality 58 holds without any conditions.
So we see that all steps of the proof of the proposition 4 also work in the more general setup of
the theorem above.
Theorem is proved. l
3.2 Main theorem
This subsection contains the main theorem of this paper - we prove that under certain quite general
conditions on matrix with non-commutative elements we can prove factorization result detpMR `
corRq “ detpM ` corqdetpM¯ ` Ďcorq. The proof is divided into 3 steps. We have discussed the key
ideas of the proof in section 1.4.3 page 16 . Also for those who are interested in proof we strongly
recommend first to look in the previous subsection where toy model is analysed.
Consider some Grassman algebra Λrψis. Let us recall that for any matrix M we denote by ψ
M
l
expressions defined as ψMl “
ř
k ψkMkl.
Theorem 2 Consider matrices C,Q with elements in AC. Assume that for any two matrix elements
α, β of matrices C,Q, it is true that rα, β¯s “ 0, i.e. all elements commute with complex conjugated
elements; assume also:
@k, pψCk q
2 “ ψCk ψ
Q
k , ψ
C
k ψ
Q
k “ ´ψ
Q
k ψ
C
k , pψ
Q
k q
2 “ 0, (63)
(Or the same requirements can be written more explicitly in terms of matrix elements):
@i, j, k : rCik, Cjks “ CikQjk ´ CjkQik, rCik, Qjks “ rCjk, Qiks, rQik, Qjks “ 0, (64)
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pay attention that index k is the same for both ψC, ψQ, i.e. all relations concern elements from the
same (k-th) column, there is NO relations between elements from different columns,
then the following analog of holomorphic factorization holds:
for any central elements di:
detcol
2nˆ2npC
R `QRCorrTriDiagq “ (65)
“ detcolnˆnpC `Qdiagpdn, dn´1, ..., d2, d1qqdet
col
nˆnpC¯ ` Q¯diagpdn, dn´1, ..., d2, d1qq, (66)
where there are two options for the matrix CorrTriDiag , the first one is:
CorrTriDiag “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
dn ` 1{4 i{4 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0
i{4 dn ´ 1{4 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 dn´1 ` 1{4 i{4 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 i{4 dn´1 ´ 1{4 0 0 ... 0 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... d1 ` 1{4 i{4
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... i{4 d1 ´ 1{4
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
. (67)
The second option for CorrTriDiag is the same formula with substitution i to ´i, i.e. complex
conjugate to the first one.
Here detcol is column-determinant. See definition 1 page 19 .
Remark 3 The elements Qik from the same column k, i “ 1...n form a commutative ring. If
we strengthen the second relation to the form 0 “ rCik, Qjks “ rCjkQiks, then elements Cik form a
universal enveloping of Lie algebra over this ring, moreover each pair Cik, Cjk is Lie subalgebra. But
without such strengthening we think that the algebra generated by Cik, Qjk would have much bigger
size, we think it is of exponential growth. It would be interesting to calculate the Poincare series of
this algebra.15
Remark 4 The relations above are generalizations of the relations for matrix elements of Capelli
matrix Eij , initially we aimed to prove the theorem for it, but when the proof has been obtained
we see that it works in generality above. In Capelli case Qij “ δij and there are many relations for
elements from different columns which are unnecessary for this theorem.
Remark 5 Any submatrix of matrix C is again matrix satisfying the conditions of the theorem
with the matrix Q˜ which is corresponding submatrix of Q.
3.2.1 Example: n= 1
Let us consider the example of the main theorem for n “ 1, which corresponds to 2ˆ2 decomplexified
matrices. The case n “ 2 leads to 4 ˆ 4 matrices and it is seems such an example will be too long.
It seems the shortest way to see the result in n “ 2 case is to repeat the proof.
15 It is easy to see that the relations above imply that pψCk q
3 “ 0, because pψCk q
3 “ pψCk qpψ
C
k q
2 “
pψCk qpψ
C
k ψ
Q
k q “ pψ
C
k q
2pψQk q “ pψ
C
k ψ
Q
k qpψ
Q
k q “ 0, the Poincare series of the simplest algebra with 3 gen-
erators ai and relation p
ř
i aiψiq
3 “ 0 has been discussed at Mathoverflow mathoverflow.net/questions/81415
mathoverflow.net/questions/82722 . David Speyer proposed the answer 1
1´3x`x3
for the algebra with 3 generators
ai and relation pψq
3 “ 0 with ψ “
ř
i“1,2,3 aiψi, Vladimir Dotsenko proposed use of Anick’s resolution to explain the
answer.
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The case n “ 1 is actually quite specific and does not demonstrate all features of the general case:
we need to impose less conditions than in general case and moreover the choice of correcting matrix
CorrTriDiag has big degrees of freedom, in particular, it can be taken to be zero, while already for
n “ 2 we will see that the correcting matrix is fixed quite uniquely. Still it might be useful to present
this example.
The following proposition illustrates the main theorem for n “ 1.
Proposition 5 Consider C,Q, such that 0 “ rC, C¯s “ rC, Q¯s “ rQ, C¯s “ rQ, Q¯s, i.e. all complex-
conjugated elements commute with C,Q. Consider also some central element d, then:
detcol
2ˆ2
ˆˆ
RepCq ImpCq
´ImpCq RepCq
˙
`
ˆ
RepQq ImpQq
´ImpQq RepQq
˙ˆ
d` 1{4 i{4
i{4 d´ 1{4
˙˙
“ (68)
“ pC ` dQqpC¯ ` dQ¯q. (69)
Remark 6 It might be surprising that if d “ 0, then the left hand side contains Q, while the right
hand side does not - we will see this is indeed correct. Comparing to the main theorem we see that
for n “ 1 we do not need the condition rC,Qs “ 0.
Before proving this proposition let us give another which illustrates the mechanism why it works:
Proposition 6 Consider A “ a` ib, Q “ p` iq, such that rQ, A¯s “ 0, then:
detcol
2ˆ2
ˆˆ
a b
´b a
˙
`
ˆ
p q
´q p
˙ˆ
1{4 i{4
i{4 ´1{4
˙˙
“ a2 ` b2. (70)
If we additionally assume that rA, A¯s “ 0, then it also equals to:
“ AA¯. (71)
Remark 7 Pay attention that there is no Q at the right hand side. To comment on this somewhat
surprising fact, let us mention that it is s probably related to the fact, that the matrix
ˆ
1{4 i{4
i{4 ´1{4
˙
contains eigenvectors of any decomplexified 2x2 matrix, i.e. matrix of the form:
ˆ
p q
´q p
˙
.
Proof. Let us prove proposition 6.ˆ
p q
´q p
˙ˆ
1{4 i{4
i{4 ´1{4
˙
“ 1{4
ˆ
p` iq ip´ q
´q ` ip ´p´ iq
˙
“ pp` iqq{4
ˆ
1 i
i ´1
˙
“ Q{4
ˆ
1 i
i ´1
(˙72)
Hence the left hand side in the proposition can be transformed:
detcol
2ˆ2
ˆˆ
a b
´b a
˙
`Q{4
ˆ
1 i
i ´1
˙˙
“ detcol
2ˆ2
ˆ
a`Q{4 b` iQ{4
´b` iQ{4 a´Q{4
˙
“ (73)
pa`Q{4qpa ´Q{4q ´ p´b` iQ{4qpb` iQ{4q “ (74)
“ a2 ´ aQ{4 `Q{4a´ pQ{4q2 ` b2 ` biQ{4 ´ iQ{4b ` pQ{4q2 “ (75)
“ a2 ` b2 ` rQ{4, as ´ rQ{4, ibs “ a2 ` b2 ` rQ{4, a´ ibs “ a2 ` b2 ` rQ{4, A¯s. (76)
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Now we can use that rQ, A¯s “ 0 and so we finally get that the left hand side of 70 page 24 equals
to:
“ a2 ` b2. (77)
So we derived the first claim of the proposition. The second claim follows trivially indeed:
rA, A¯s “ 0 implies that ra, bs “ 0 and hence AA¯ “ a2 ` b2.
l
Proof. Let us prove proposition 5.
detcol
2ˆ2
ˆˆ
RepCq ImpCq
´ImpCq RepCq
˙
`
ˆ
RepQq ImpQq
´ImpQq RepQq
˙ˆ
d` 1{4 i{4
i{4 d´ 1{4
˙˙
“ (78)
“ detcol
2ˆ2
ˆˆ
RepCq ` dRepQq ImpCq ` dRepCq
´ImpCq ´ dImpQq RepCq ` dRepQq
˙
`
ˆ
RepQq ImpQq
´ImpQq RepQq
˙ˆ
1{4 i{4
i{4 1{4
˙˙
.(79)
So we see that we can apply the proposition 5 and get the desired result. l
Remark 8 It may seems that we need to require d to be real, however more carefully looking we
can conclude it is not really necessary. For example the right hand side can be written as:
pC ` dQqpC¯ ` dQ¯q “ pRepCq ` dRepQq ` iImpCq ` idImpQqqpRepCq ` dRepQq ´ iImpCq ´ idImpQqq “ (80)
“ pRepCq ` dRepQqq2 ` pImpCq ` dImpQqq2 `´irRepCq ` dRepQq, ImpCq ` dImpQqs “(81)
We should note that rRepCq`dRepQq, ImpCq`dImpQqs “ 1{4irC`dQ`C¯`dQ¯, C`dQ´C¯´dQ¯s “ 0,
since bar elements commute with non-bar and d is central. So we get that the left hand side is equal
to:
“ pRepCq ` dRepQqq2 ` pImpCq ` dImpQqq2. (82)
3.2.2 Proof Step 1. Factorization of 2n ˆ 2n and generalization of Generalization of
´2iψRψI “ ψψ¯
Consider Grassman algebra ΛrψR,1, ψI,1, ..., ψR,n, ψI,ns with 2n generators, define n variables ψk “
ψR,k ` iψI,k which are elements of the complexified Grassman algebra Λ
CrψR,1, ψI,1, ..., ψR,n, ψI,ns.
For n ˆ n matrix C as usually we denote by ψCk “
ř
i ψiCi,k, for 2n ˆ 2n matrix R we use similar
notation: ψRk “
ř
i“1...n ψR,iR2i´1,k ` ψI,iR2i,k, where k “ 1...n.
Proposition 7 Consider any 2n ˆ 2n matrix R with elements in any algebra B, consider n ˆ n
matrices C1, C2, with mutually commuting entries (i.e. @k, l, p, q : rpC1qkl, pC2qpqs “ 0). Then
in order to have the equality:
detcol
2nˆ2npRq “ det
col
nˆnpC1q det
col
nˆnpC2q, (83)
it is sufficient that there exists some elements bk,pq P B, such that the following is true for all k:
ψR
2k´1ψ
R
2k “
1
´2i
ψC1k ψ¯
C2
k `
ÿ
pq
bk,pqψpψq. (84)
I.e. purely ”holomorphic” term
ř
pq bk,pqψpψq (i.e. term not containing ψ¯) is allowed to correct
commutative formula 91 page 26 without breaking factorization property.
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Another sufficient condition is to put purely antiholomorphic term:
ψR
2k´1ψ
R
2k “
1
´2i
ψC1k ψ¯
C2
k `
ÿ
pq
bk,pqψ¯pψ¯q. (85)
Proof. Indeed when we multiply over k the terms on the left hand side and using lemma 3 page
20 we get:
detcol
2nˆ2npRq
ź
k“1...n
ψR,kψI,k. (86)
Consider the multiplication of the terms on the right hand side. Key (but simple) fact is the
following: ź
k“1...n
p
1
´2i
ψC1k ψ¯
C2
k `
ÿ
pq
bk,pqψpψqq “
ź
k“1...n
1
´2i
ψC1k ψ¯
C2
k “ (87)
Let us call terms containing only ψk, but not ψ¯l by ”holomorphic”. This is true because the product
which contains l terms of the type
ř
pq bk,pqψpψq and n´ l terms of type pψ
C1
k ψ
C2
k q will have 2n´ 2l
holomorphic generators ψt from the first one and l from the second type, in total 2n´ l “ n`pn´ lq,
but any product containing more that n holomorphic φ is zero. So we proved this identity.
Let us mention that it is obviously not true if we restrict the product to any finite k “ 1...m ă n.
Now using that ψC1r and ψ¯
C2
t anticommute we can continue:
“ p
1
´2i
qkp´1qnpn´1q{2
ź
k“1...n
ψC1k
ź
k“1...n
ψ¯C2k “ (88)
and applying lemma 3 page 20 twice we can be continue:
“ p
1
´2i
qnp´1qnpn´1q{2detcolnˆnpC1q
ź
k“1...n
ψk det
col
nˆnpC2q
ź
k“1...n
ψ¯k “ (89)
using that ψR,kψI,k “ p1{p´2iqqψkψ¯k ( ψk do not contain any non-commuting variables so it is just
standard simple fact) we get:
detcolnˆnpC1q det
col
nˆnpC2q
ź
k“1...n
ψR,kψI,k. (90)
Comparing expressions in front of
ś
k“1...n ψR,kψI,k in formulas 87 and 90 we get the desired
result.
Proof of the proposition 7 finished. l
3.2.3 Proof Step 2. Calculation of the correction
In commutative case:
RepψCk qImpψ
C
k q “
1
´2i
pψCk qpψ¯
C
k q. (91)
In our notations:
RepψCk q “ ψ
CR
2k´1, Impψ
C
k q “ ψ
CR
2k (92)
Our substitute in non-commutative case is the following:
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Proposition 8 Assume that φ, ψ P AC are such that φ¯, ψ¯ anticommutate with them (but anticom-
mutativity between φ, ψ is not assumed). Consider some element k which commute with φ, ψ, φ¯, ψ¯,
then:
in order factorization
p´2iqpRepψq ` a{2φ` b{2φ¯qpImpψq ` c{2iφ ` d{2iφ¯q “ pψ ` kφqpψ¯ ` kφ¯q ` holpφ, ψq (93)
to exist, (where holpφ, ψq is expression depending on φ, ψ, but not φ¯, ψ¯), it is sufficient that a, b, c, d
satisfy either the conditions:
a “ k, c “ k, d “ b´ 2k, pψ¯ ` bφ¯qp´ψ¯ ` pb´ 2kqφ¯q “ 0; (94)
or conditions:
b “ k, d “ ´k, c “ 2k ´ a, pψ¯ ` kφ¯q2 “ 0. (95)
Moreover these conditions are necessary if pair products φψ¯, ψφ¯, φφ¯, pψ`aφqpψ`cφq, pψ¯`bφ¯qp´ψ¯`dφ¯q
are linearly independent and a, b, c, d, k belong to ring without zero divisors.
Proof. Let us transform left hand side:
p´2iqpRepψq ` a{2φ` b{2φ¯qpImpψq ` c{2iφ` d{2iφ¯q “ (96)
“ p´2iq{p2 ˚ 2iqpψ ` ψ¯ ` aφ` bφ¯qpψ ´ ψ¯ ` cφ` dφ¯q “ (97)
“
1
´2
ppψ ` aφqpψ ` cφq ` pψ¯ ` bφ¯qp´ψ¯ ` dφ¯q ` pψ ` aφqp´ψ¯ ` dφ¯q ` pψ¯ ` bφ¯qpψ ` cφqq “ (98)
“
1
´2
ppψ ` aφqpψ ` cφq ` (holomorphic term) (99)
`pψ¯ ` bφ¯qp´ψ¯ ` dφ¯q ` (antiholomorphic term) (100)
`p´2qψψ¯ ´ pa` cqφψ¯ ` pd´ bqψφ¯ ` pad´ bcqφφ¯q (101)
On the other hand, right hand side is:
pψ ` kφqpψ¯ ` kφ¯q “ ψψ¯ ` kφψ¯ ` kφ¯ψ ` k2φφ¯ (102)
In order to have an equality, we should require:
´ pa` cq “ ´2k, d´ b “ ´2k, ad´ bc “ ´2k2, pψ¯ ` bφ¯qp´ψ¯ ` dφ¯q “ 0. (103)
Since: the first three ensures 101 equals to 102, the last equality ensures the antiholomorphic term
100 vanishes. So the difference between left hand side and right side becomes only holomorphic term
99, which is holpφ, ψq.
The first three can be transformed:
c “ 2k ´ a, d “ b´ 2k, pa´ kqpb´ kq “ 0. (104)
Assuming absence of zero divisors we come to two possible options: first one with a “ k:
a “ k, c “ k, d “ b´ 2k, pψ¯ ` bφ¯qp´ψ¯ ` dφ¯q “ 0, (105)
and the second one with b “ k:
b “ k, d “ ´k, c “ 2k ´ b, pψ¯ ` kφ¯qp´ψ¯ ` p´kqφ¯q “ 0. (106)
So the proposition 8 is proved. l
Similarly we can prove, factorization modula anti-holomorphic terms:
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Proposition 9 Assume that φ, ψ P AC are such that φ¯, ψ¯ anticommutate with them (but anticom-
mutativity between φ, ψ is not assumed). Consider some element k which commute with φ, ψ, φ¯, ψ¯,
then:
in order factorization
p´2iqpRepψq ` a{2φ` b{2φ¯qpImpψq ` c{2iφ` d{2iφ¯q “ pψ ` kφqpψ¯ ` kφ¯q ` antiholpφ¯, ψ¯q (107)
to exist, (where antiholpφ¯, ψ¯q is expression depending on φ¯, ψ¯, but not φ, ψ), it is sufficient that
a, b, c, d satisfy either the conditions:
a “ k, c “ k, d “ b´ 2k, pψ ` kφq2 “ 0; (108)
or conditions:
b “ k, d “ ´k, c “ 2k ´ a, pψ ` aφqpψ ` p2k ´ aqφq “ 0. (109)
The propositions above were quite general, not related to the particular setup of the main theorem
we are proving. Now let us recall the setup and show that the conditions in the theorem guarantee
that we can apply propositions above. And write down explicitly resulting expressions.
Corollary 2 Assume same as in previous proposition that φ, ψ anticommute with φ¯, ψ¯, and addi-
tionally ψ2 “ ψφ, φψ “ ´ψφ, φ2 “ 0, then
pRepψq ` pk ` 1{4qRepφq ` pi{4qImpφqqpImpψq ` p`i{4qRepφq ` pk ´ 1{4qImpφqq “ (110)
“
1
´2i
pψ ` kφqpψ¯ ` kφ¯q ` antiholpψ¯, φ¯q, (111)
where antiholpψ¯, φ¯q “ pφ` kψq2 - it depends only on φ, ψ.
And also similar equality, obtained by conjugation:
pRepψq ` pk ` 1{4qRepφq ´ pi{4qImpφqqpImpψq ` p´i{4qRepφq ` pk ´ 1{4qImpφqq “ (112)
“
1
´2i
pψ ` kφqpψ¯ ` kφ¯q ` antiholpψ¯, φ¯q. (113)
Proof. Consider conditions 109: b “ k, d “ ´k, c “ 2k ´ a, pψ ` aφqpψ ` p2k ´ aqφq “ 0.
Let us transform:
pψ ` aφqpψ ` p2k ´ aqφq “ ψ2 ` aφψ ` p2k ´ aqψφ` ap2k ´ aqφ2 “ ψφ` p2k ´ 2aqψφ (114)
So we must require: 1 “ 2a´ 2k , so a “ k ` 1{2, hence c “ k ´ 1{2.
Hence:
p´2iqpRepψq ` a{2φ ` b{2φ¯qpImpψq ` c{2iφ` d{2iφ¯q “(115)
“ p´2iqpRepψq ` pk{2` 1{4qφ` k{2φ¯qpImpψq ` pk ´ 1{2q{2iφ` p´kq{2iφ¯q “(116)
“ p´2iqpRepψq ` pk ` 1{4qRepφq ` pi{4qImpφqqpImpψq ` p´1{4iqRepφq ` p2k ´ 1{2qi{2iImpφqq “(117)
“ p´2iqpRepψq ` pk ` 1{4qRepφq ` pi{4qImpφqqpImpψq ` pi{4qRepφq ` pk ´ 1{4qImpφqq,(118)
so we get 110, and so the first claim of the corollary is proved.
To get the second claim we can apply conjugation, either deduce it in the same way from 94.
Corollary 2 is proved. l
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3.2.4 Proof Step 3. Finishing proof
Now the proof of the main theorem 2 follows easily from proposition 7 and corollary 2.
Proof. Consider ψ “ ψCk , φ “ ψ
Q
k and k “ dk. They satisfy the conditions of the corollary 2.
Hence the factorization exists:
pRepψCk q ` pdk ` 1{4qRepψ
Q
k q ` pi{4qImpψ
Q
k qq ˚ (119)
˚pImpψCk q ` p`i{4qRepψ
Q
k q ` pdk ´ 1{4qImpψ
Q
k qq “ (120)
“
1
´2i
pψCk ` dkψ
Q
k qpψ¯
C
k ` dkψ¯
Q
k q ` antiholpψ¯
C
k , ψ¯
Q
k q. (121)
So we can apply the proposition 7 taking matrix R to be CR ` QRCorrTriDiag and C1 “
C ` Qdiagpdn, ..., d1q, C2 “ C¯ ` Q¯diagpdn, ..., d1q, so we get det
col
2nˆ2npC
R ` QRCorrTriDiagq “
detcol
2nˆ2npC `Qdiagpdn, ..., d1qqdet
col
2nˆ2npC¯ ` Q¯diagpdn, ..., d1qq.
Main theorem 2 is proved. l
3.3 Holomorphic factorization for the Capelli matrix
Here we prove the holomorphic factorization theorem for the Capelli matrix, it follows quite easily
from the main factorization theorem from the previous subsection.
Theorem 3 Consider elements Eij “ E
Re
ij ` iE
Im
ij , such that they satisfy commutation relations:
rEij, Ekls “ Eilδjk´Ekjδli i.e. the same commutation relations which satisfy standard basis elements
(sometimes called matrix units) in Lie algebra gln i.e. matrices with zeros everywhere except 1 at
the position pijq. Moreover impose relation that all rEij, E¯kls “ 0, i.e. all elements commute with
complex conjugated elements. Consider matrix:
ER “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
ERe
11
EIm
11
... ERe
1n ´E
Im
1n
´EIm
11
ERe
11
... ´EIm
1n E
Re
1n
... ... ...
ERen1 E
Im
n1 ... E
Re
nn ´E
Im
nn
´EImn1 E
Re
n1 ... ´E
Im
nn E
Re
nn
˛
‹‹‹‹‚, (122)
then
detcol
2nˆ2npE
R ` CorrTriDiagq “ (123)
“ detcolnˆnpE ` diagpn´ 1, n´ 2, ..., 1, 0qq det
col
nˆnpE¯ ` diagpn´ 1, n´ 2, ..., 1, 0qq, (124)
here E is n by n matrix with Eij on the position Eij, respectively E¯ with E¯ij “ E
Re
ij ´ iE
Im
ij ; there
are two options for the matrix CorrTriDiag , the first one is:
CorrTriDiag “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
n´ 1` 1{4 i{4 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0
i{4 n´ 1´ 1{4 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 n´ 2` 1{4 i{4 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 i{4 n ´ 2´ 1{4 0 0 ... 0 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 1{4 i{4
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... i{4 ´1{4
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
. (125)
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The second option for CorrTriDiag is the same formula with substitution i to ´i, i.e. complex
conjugate to the first one.
Here detcol is column-determinant. See definition 1 page 19 .
The proof of the theorem immediately follows from the main theorem 2 and the lemma below.
Lemma 4 Denote as usually ψEk “
ř
i ψiEik. Then it is true that:
pψEk q
2 “ ψEk ψk (126)
Proof of lemma:
pψEk q
2 “ p
ÿ
ij
ψiψjEikEjkq “
ÿ
iăj
ψiψjrEik, Ejks “
“
ÿ
j
ψkψjrEkk, Ejks “
ÿ
j
ψkψjp´Ejkq “ p
ÿ
j
ψjEjkqψk “ ψ
E
k ψk. (127)
Lemma is proved. l
4 Real forms (”decomplexifications ”) of the Capelli iden-
tities
This section contains the results on the decomplexification of the Capelli identities. There are
3 subsections 1) classical identities with square matrices Zij and Bij; and also their symmetric and
antisymmetric analogues 2) generalization of [CSS08] identities for matrices satisfying certain general
commutation relations 3) rectangular case of classical identities. The strategy of proof is the same
- we reduce results to holomorphic factorization identities from previous section and known Capelli
identities.
4.1 ”Decomplexification” of classical identities
Here we prove decomplexification results for classical square Capelli identities. There are two sub-
sections 1) we consider classical case 2) symmetric and antisymmetric analogues. The proof is the
same in all cases.
4.1.1 Analogues of the Capelli identity
Consider the polynomial algebra Crxij, yijs, and 2n by 2n the matrices:
ZR “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
x11 y11 ... x1n y1n
´y11 x11 ... ´y1n x1n
... ... ...
xn1 yn1 ... xnn ynn
´yn1 xn1 ... ´ynn xnn
˛
‹‹‹‹‚, DR “ p
1
2
q
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
B
Bx11
´ B
By11
... B
Bxn1
´ B
Byn1
B
By11
B
Bx11
... B
Byn1
B
Bxn1
... ... ...
B
Bxn1
´ B
Byn1
... B
Bxnn
´ B
Bynn
B
Byn1
B
Bxn1
... B
Bynn
B
Bxnn
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‚. (128)
As usually we denote by Dt transpose to matrix D.
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Theorem 4
detcolpZRpDRqt ` CorrTriDiagq “ detcolpZRqdetcolppDRqtq, (129)
where there are two options for the matrix CorrTriDiag , the first one is:
CorrTriDiag “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
n´ 1` 1{4 i{4 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0
i{4 n´ 1´ 1{4 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 n´ 2` 1{4 i{4 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 i{4 n ´ 2´ 1{4 0 0 ... 0 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 1{4 i{4
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... i{4 ´1{4
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
. (130)
The second option for CorrTriDiag is the same formula with substitution i to ´i, i.e. complex
conjugate to the first one.
Here detcol is column-determinant. See definition 1 page 19 .
Remark 9 We will work out case n “ 1 in greater generality later (see subsection 4.2.3 page 36 ).
Proof. As usually define zab “ xab ` iyab, Bzab “ p1{2qpBxab ´ iByabq; and matrices Z,D with
elements zij , Bzij respectively.
Since all elements of Z commute among themselves (and the same for D), it is true that:
det2nˆ2npZ
Rq “ detnˆnpZqdetnˆnpZ¯q, (131)
det2nˆ2nppD
Rqtq “ detnˆnpD
tqdetnˆnpD¯
tq. (132)
Hence:
det2nˆ2npZ
Rqdet2nˆ2nppD
Rqtq “ detnˆnpZqdetnˆnpZ¯qdetnˆnpD
tqdetnˆnpD¯
tq “ (133)
using that Z¯ij commute with Dkl we get:
“ detnˆnpZqdetnˆnpD
tqdetnˆnpZ¯qdetnˆnpD¯
tq “ (134)
Using classical Capelli identities:
“ detcolnˆnpZD
t ` diagpn´ 1, n´ 2, ..., 1, 0qqdetcolnˆnpZ¯D¯
t ` diagpn´ 1, n´ 2, ..., 1, 0qq “ (135)
It is well-known that matrix ZDt satisfies the gln commutation relations (actually its elements are
right invariant vector fields on GLn, because Zgg
´1Dt “ ZDt). So using our theorem 3 we arrive to
the desired result:
“ detcol
2nˆ2npZ
RpDRqt ` CorrTriDiagq. (136)
Theorem is proved. l
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4.1.2 Decomplexifications of the symmetric and antisymmetric Capelli identities
Theorem 5 Let Z,D be nˆ n matrices which are
either
(Turnbull’s case) symmetric matrices defined as: zij i ď j on both positions pijq and pjiq and D
is the symmetric matrix with Bzij out of the diagonal and 2Bzii on the diagonal
or
(Howe-Umeda-Kostant-Sahi case) n is even and Z is the anti-symmetrix matrix with zij i ă j at
the position pijq and ´zij at pjiq and respectively D is corresponding anti-symmetric matrix made of
Bij,
then the identity holds:
detcol
2nˆ2npZ
RpDRqt ` CorrTriDiagq “ detcol
2nˆ2npZ
Rqdetcol
2nˆ2nppD
Rqtq. (137)
The proof is the same as in the classical Capelli case. We should only remark that that in
both cases elements of the matrix ZDt satisfy the same gln commutatation relations rEij, Ekls “
δjkEil ´ δliEkj as it is required in our theorem 3.
4.2 ”Decomplexification” of Caracciolo - Sportiello - Sokal identities
In a recent paper by Caracciolo - Sportiello - Sokal [CSS08] certain generalizations of the Capelli
identities were proposed. They have completely algebraic flavor - if certain commutation rela-
tions (let us call them (G,T)-CSS-conditions) between matrix elements of M,Y,Q satisfied , then
detpMqdetpY q “ detpMY ` Q diagpn ´ 1, n ´ 2, ..., 0qq. The main result of this section that if we
additionally assume that elements which belong to the same column of matrix Y i.e. Y˚,k commute
among themselves, then there exists decomplexification of CSS-Capelli identities.
Let us give more details. There are three similar commutation relations which we will call CSS,
TCSS, GCSS which ensure the existence of the Capelli identities. Here TCSS (Turnbull-CSS) - for
the case of symmetric matrix M , and GCSS (generalized or Grassman) is most general, it subsumes
the previous two as particular cases (it was proposed in [CFR09]). We will show that CSS and TCSS
combined with rYak, Ybks “ 0 ensures validity of decomplexified identity. Unfortunately we are unable
to prove the same for GCSS case. Another unfortunate moment - that we are unable to prove results
for rectangular matrices. The reason is that rectangular case involves summation over sub-matrices
CIL which are not decomplexification of something, so we do not know how to treat them.
16
Our way of proving Capelli identity is again via the factorization result. So essentially we need to
show that CSS, TCSS combined with rYak, Ybks “ 0 ensures that matrices C “MY and Q satisfy the
conditions in our main theorem. About the GCSS case we can show the validity of the first condition
in the main theorem. However we do not see the way do deduce the second and the third, moreover
it does not seems plausible for us. It might be that our main theorem is not general enough to cover
GCSS case or it might that GCSS is not enough for factorization and decomplexified Capelli - all
these questions are not clear.
16In the case of classical identities we found a way round - we work in commutative case, then use map ”Wick” from
commutative algebra to noncommutative and by some tricks we show that everything works, however such way does
not seem to work in general CSS case since it is not clear what ”Wick” can be, and doubtly it exists at all, since our
noncommutative algebra is of much bigger size than commutative one
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4.2.1 Manin matrices - reminder
CSS-Capelli identity naturally involves Manin matrices ([CFR09]). Manin matrices are certain ma-
trices with non-necessarily commutative entries. Main feature about them is that despite non-
commutativity, almost all facts of linear algebra (Cayley-Hamilton, Cramer, Plucker, Schur comple-
ment, etc. theorems) can be generalized for them ([CFR09]). Any matrix with commutative entries
is Manin matrix. Let us very briefly remind the definition and one property on Manin matrices,
which will be used.
Definition 2 Let us call an n ˆ n1 matrix M by Manin matrix, if the following conditions hold
true. For any 2 ˆ 2 submatrix pMij,klq, consisting of rows i and k, and columns j and l (where
1 ď i ă k ď n, and 1 ď j ă l ď n1):¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
... ... ... ... ...
... Mij ... Mil ...
... ... ... ... ...
... Mkj ... Mkl ...
... ... ... ... ...
˛
‹‹‹‹‚”
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
... ... ... ... ...
... a ... b ...
... ... ... ... ...
... c ... d ...
... ... ... ... ...
˛
‹‹‹‹‚ (138)
the following commutation relations hold:
ac “ ca, bd “ db, (commutation of the entries in a column) (139)
ad´ da “ cb´ bc, (cross commutation relation). (140)
The definition can be rephrased like this:
• elements which belong to the same column of M commute among themselves
• commutators of cross terms are equal: @p, q, k, l rMpq,Mkls “ rMkq,Mpls,
e.g. rM11,M22s “ rM21,M12s, rM11,M2ks “ rM21,M1ks.
Remark 10 The second condition for the case q “ l obviously implies the first one.
The following proposition provides both a conceptual point of view on Manin matrices([Man87]),
as well a technical fact which will be often used below. Manin matrices are ”non-commutative
endomorphisms” of the polynomial algebra Crx1, ..., xms (and equivalently of the Koszul dual
Crψ1, ..., ψns). ”Non-commutative endomorphisms” of algebra V is a Hopf algebra A such that
exists homomorphism φ : V Ñ M b V (called ”coaction”) and φ should satisfy coaction axioms
(co-assotiativity like relation : φφ “ δφ). (Manin’s construction can be applied to any algebra -
what we call Manin matrices is related to the simplest case: V “ Crψ1, ..., ψns).
Proposition 10 Coaction. Consider a rectangular n ˆ m-matrix M , the polynomial algebra
Crx1, ..., xms and the Grassmann algebra Crψ1, ..., ψns (i.e. ψ
2
i “ 0, ψiψj “ ´ψjψi); let xi and ψi
commute with Mpq: @i, p, q : rxi,Mpqs “ 0, rψi,Mpqs “ 0. Consider new variables x
M
i , ψ
M
i :¨
˝ xM1...
xMn
˛
‚“
¨
˝ M11 ... M1m... ... ...
Mn1 ... Mnm
˛
‚
¨
˝ x1...
xm
˛
‚, pψM
1
, ..., ψMm q “ pψ1, ..., ψnq
¨
˝ M11 ... M1m... ... ...
Mn1 ... Mnm
˛
‚.(141)
Then the following three conditions are equivalent:
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• M is a Manin matrix
• the variables xMi commute among themselves: rx
M
i , x
M
j s “ 0
• the variables ψMi anticommute among themselves: ψ
M
i ψ
M
j ` ψ
M
j ψ
M
i “ 0.
Remark 11 The conditions pψMi q
2 “ 0 are equivalent to column commutativity, and ψMi ψ
M
j “
´ψMj ψ
M
i , i ă j, to the cross term relations.
4.2.2 (T)CSS-conditions and Capelli identity
Let us give decomplexifications of the Capelli identities found in [CSS08] (we follow notations from
[CFR09]).
Consider Grassman algebra Crψis. As usually for any matrix N we denote by ψ
N
k “
ř
j ψjNjk,
also NR is decomplexification of N – i.e. matrix of size 2nˆ2m, where each element is substituted by
real, imag;´imag, real, algebra AC means scalar extension to ”complex numbers” of some algebra
A (see section 2 page 17 for further clarifications of notations).
Definition 3 Let us say that matrices M,Y,Q satisfy CSS-condition if
@l, j, r, p : rYlj,Mrps “ δlpQrj, (142)
or equivalently: @l, j, p : rYlj, ψ
M
p s “ δlpψ
Q
j . (143)
Definition 4 Let us say that matrices M,Y satisfy TCSS-condition (Turnbull-CSS) if
@i, j, k, l : rMij , Ykls “ ´hpδjkδil ` δikδjlq, (144)
with element h which is central17.
Theorem 6 Decomplexification of the (T)CSS Capelli identities.
Assume M,Y,Q are square nˆ n matrices with elements in AC such that
either
(1) M,Y,Q satisfy CSS-condition (see above)
(2) M is a Manin matrix (see previous subsubsection 4.2.1 page 33 )
or
(1’) M,Y satisfy TCSS-conditions (see above), matrix Q is defined as Q “ h Id
(2’) M is a symmetric matrix with commuting entries18
and in both cases CSS and TCSS we require:
(3) elements in the same column of Y commute among themselves i.e. @a, b, k : rYak, Ybks “ 0
(4) for any two elements α, β of matrices M,Y,Q it is true that rα, β¯s “ 0, i.e. all elements commute
with complex conjugated elements;
then
detcol
2nˆ2npM
RY R `QRCorrTriDiagq “ detcol
2nˆ2npM
Rqdetcol
2nˆ2npY
Rq, (145)
17In [CSS08] [CFR09] centrality of h was not required, here a little strengthen conditions, may be it is better to call
this condition as ”strict TCSS”
18any symmetric Manin matrix is a matrix with commuting entries if charpkq ‰ 2, so we may require M is Manin,
but it is the same
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where
CorrTriDiag “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
n´ 1` 1{4 i{4 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0
i{4 n´ 1´ 1{4 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 n´ 2` 1{4 i{4 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 i{4 n ´ 2´ 1{4 0 0 ... 0 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 1{4 i{4
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... i{4 ´1{4
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
. (146)
Here detcol is column-determinant. See definition 1 page 19 .
Proof (Modula propositions 12 page 37 , 13 page 37 ).
The case n “ 1 is somewhat specific and we will consider it separately below. Now we assume
n ą 1.
The idea of the proof is the same as for the other Capelli identities in this paper. We reduce it
to holomorphic factorization main theorem 2 page 22 and already known Capelli identities [CSS08].
So essential part of the proof is to show that (T)CSS conditions combined with conditions (3),(4)
ensure that conditions in the main theorem holds true. This is given in next subsection as separated
propositions 12 page 37 , 13 page 37 (these propositions require n ą 1). These propositions might
be of some interest by themselves.
Let us give a proof modula these propositions.
detcol
2nˆ2npM
Rqdetcol
2nˆ2npY
Rq “ (147)
Since elements in the same column of matrices M,Y commute among themselves, and also real parts
of any element commute with imaginary parts of any element, we can apply our weak factorization
theorem 1 page 22 or our main theorem 2 page 22 and write the factorizations:
“ detcolnˆnpMqdet
col
nˆnpĎMqdetcolnˆnpY qdetcolnˆnpsY q “ (148)
Use that ”bar” elements commute with non-bar:
“ detcolnˆnpMqdet
col
nˆnpY qdet
col
nˆnpĎMqdetcolnˆnpsY q “ (149)
Use Capelli identities from [CSS08]:
“ detcolnˆnpMY `Q diagpn´ 1, n´ 2, ..., 0qqdet
col
nˆnpĚMY ` sQ diagpn´ 1, n´ 2, ..., 0qq “ (150)
Use our main theorem 2 page 22 (here we need propositions 12 page 37 , 13 page 37 (these
propositions require n ą 1)) described below which ensure that conditions in our main theorem
(reminded below 159-161 page 37 ) follows from (T)CSS conditions plus conditions (3),(4)):
“ detcol
2nˆ2npM
RY R `QR CorrTriDiagq. (151)
Proof finished l.
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4.2.3 Example n “ 1
The case n “ 1 is specific and does not demonstrate main features of the general case (the correction
matrix Q may not be related to commutators of M,Y , it can be zero; also the key propositions 12
page 37 , 13 page 37 use require n ą 1). Nevertheless it might be worth to work out n “ 1 case
explicitly.
Proposition 11 Consider three elements M,Y,Q such that any of them commute with complex
conjugation of another (i.e. rα, β¯s “ 0, for α, β is any of M,Y,Q), then
detcol
2ˆ2
ˆˆ
RepMq ImpMq
´ImpMq RepMq
˙ˆ
RepY q ImpY q
´ImpY q RepY q
˙
`
ˆ
RepQq ImpQq
´ImpQq RepQq
˙ˆ
1{4 i{4
i{4 ´1{4
˙˙
“(152)
“ detcol
2ˆ2
ˆ
RepMq ImpMq
´ImpMq RepMq
˙
detcol
2ˆ2
ˆ
RepY q ImpY q
´ImpY q RepY q
˙
.(153)
Remark 12 Comparing to the general n case, here we see that Q is arbitrary and not related to
the commutators of M,Y . Pay attention that the left hand side contains Q while right hand side
does not, this is somewhat surprising, but indeed true.
Proof.
Using proposition 6 page 24 we can transform the left hand side to the form:
detcol
2ˆ2
ˆˆ
RepMq ImpMq
´ImpMq RepMq
˙ˆ
RepY q ImpY q
´ImpY q RepY q
˙˙
“ (154)
This can be transformed to:
“ detcol
2ˆ2
ˆ
RepMY q ImpMY q
´ImpMY q RepMY q
˙
“ RepMY q2 ` ImpMY q2 “ (155)
Using that rMY,ĚMY s “ 0, we get:
“MY ĚMY “ (156)
Using that rY,ĎMs “ 0, and rM, M¯s “ rY, Y¯ s “ 0 we get:
“MM¯Y sY “ pRepMq2 ` ImpMq2qpRepY q2 ` ImpY q2q “ (157)
“ detcol
2ˆ2
ˆ
RepMq ImpMq
´ImpMq RepMq
˙
detcol
2ˆ2
ˆ
RepY q ImpY q
´ImpY q RepY q
˙
. (158)
The proof is finished. l
4.2.4 (T)CSS-conditions vs factorization conditions
Let us show that (T)CSS-conditions and condition (3) (i.e. commutativity of elements Y˚k from the
same column k of matrix Y ) ensures the conditions which we used in our main theorem. These
propositions have been used in the proof of the theorem above, and also can be of interest by
themselves.
Let us first remind the conditions on M,Y,Q which we have in our main theorem 2 page 22 :
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”Factorization conditions” for matrices C and Y (see main theorem 2 page 22 ):
@k pψCk q
2 “ ψCk ψ
Q
k , or equivalently: @i, j, k : rCik, Cjks “ CikQjk ´ CjkQik, (159)
@k ψCk ψ
Q
k ` ψ
Q
k ψ
C
k “ 0, or equivalently: rCik, Qjks “ rCjk, Qiks, (160)
@k pψQk q
2 “ 0, or equivalently: rQik, Qjks “ 0. (161)
Proposition 12 Assume that:
1. matrix M is a Manin matrix;
2. matrices M,Y satisfy the CSS-condition rYlj, ψ
M
p s “ δlpψ
Q
j ;
3. matrix Y is such that elements from the same column commute among themselves (i.e.
@a, b, k rYak, Ybks “ 0 ;
4. char (k) not equal to 2, the number of columns in M is greater than 1;
then
the ”factorization” conditions 159-161 for matrices C “MY and Q required in main theorem 2 page
22 will be satisfied.
Before proof of this proposition let us similar one related to the case of TCSS condition.
Proposition 13 Assume M is symmetric matrix with commuting entries, and matrices M and Y
satisfy the TCSS (Turnbull-CSS) condition:
rMij , Ykls “ ´hpδjkδil ` δikδjlq, (162)
with element h which is central,
then
all the conditions 159-161 for matrices C “MY and Q required in main theorem 2 page 22 will be
satisfied.
Proof. Let us prove proposition 12 above.
Let us prove formula 160 : ψCj ψ
Q
j ` ψ
Q
j ψ
C
j “ 0.
ψCj ψ
Q
j “ (163)
Obviously ψCj “
ř
i ψ
M
i Yij. CSS-condition implies: ψ
Q
j “ rYaj, ψ
M
a s, so we can write:
“ p
ÿ
i
ψMi YijqrYaj, ψ
M
a s “ (164)
Let us choose a ‰ i (we can do this since number of columns inM is bigger than 1 - it was required).
We see that
“ ´rYaj, ψ
M
a sp
ÿ
i
ψMi Yijq “ ψ
Q
j ψ
C
j . (165)
because elements super-commute: rYaj, Yijs “ 0 (requirement in theorem), 0 “ rYij, ψ
M
a s “ rYaj, ψ
M
i s
(from CSS-condition), ψMa ψ
M
i “ ´ψ
M
i ψ
M
a (from Manin’s property).
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Formula 160 is proved.
Let us prove formula 161 : pψQk q
2 “ 0.
Proof uses the same idea. Take l ‰ p (we can do this since number of columns inM is bigger than
1 - it was required), CSS-condition implies ψQj “ rYlj, ψ
M
l s “ rYpj, ψ
M
p s and 0 “ rYpj, ψ
M
l s “ rYlj, ψ
M
p s.
From the second one, and from rYlj, Ypjs “ 0, and from Manin’s property ψ
M
l ψ
M
p “ ´ψ
M
p ψ
M
l we can
conclude rYlj, ψ
M
l srYpj, ψ
M
p s “ ´rYpj, ψ
M
p srYlj, ψ
M
l s since all elements are super-commuting.
On the other hand pψQj q
2 “ rYlj, ψ
M
l srYpj, ψ
M
p s “ ´rYpj, ψ
M
p srYlj, ψ
M
l s “ ´pψ
Q
j q
2. So we conclude
that pψQj q
2 “ 0.
Formula 161 is proved.
Let us prove formula 159 : pψCj q
2 “ ψCj ψ
Q
j .
19
pψCj q
2 “
ÿ
i
ψMi Yij
ÿ
k
ψMk Ykj “ (166)
Permute Yij and ψ
M
k :
“
ÿ
i
ÿ
k
ψMi ψ
M
k YijYkj `
ÿ
i
ÿ
k
ψMi rYij, ψ
M
k sYkj “ (167)
The first sum is zero because ψMi , ψ
M
k anticommute (Manin’s property), while Yij, Ykj commute
(requirement in theorem), so it follows from the TrpABq “ 0 for A is antisymmetric, while B
antisymmetric, which can be seen like this:
ř
ij AijBji “ use symmetry “
ř
ij ´AjiBij “ denote i
by j and vice versa “
ř
ji´AijBji, so we get same expression with minus sign, so
ř
ij AijBji “ 0, if
char ‰ 2. For the second sum we use CSS-condition:
“ 0`
ÿ
i
ÿ
k
ψMi δikψ
Q
j Ykj “
ÿ
k
ψMk ψ
Q
j Ykj “ (168)
It was proved in [CFR09] (section 6.3 lemma 20 page 44) that CSS-condition implies: ψMk ψ
Q
j “
´ψQj ψ
M
k , so:
“ ´ψQj
ÿ
k
ψMk Ykj “ ´ψ
Q
j ψ
C
j “ (169)
finally by previously proved formula 160 : ψCj ψ
Q
j ` ψ
Q
j ψ
C
j “ 0, so we get:
“ ψCj ψ
Q
j . (170)
Formula 159 is proved.
Proposition is proved. l
Proof. Let us prove proposition 13 above.
Conditions 160, 161 are satisfied by trivial reason - h is central. Instead of giving the direct proof
of the condition 159 let us refer to the more general proposition 14 page 39 which we will prove
in the next subsection. It states that GCSS condition implies desired condition 159, while in the
[CFR09] section 6.4 page 47 it was proved that TCSS conditions imply GCSS conditions. h
Proposition is proved.l
19We will prove later more general fact, that GCSS condition implies 159 (proposition 14 page 39 ). It was proved
in [CFR09] that CSS implies GCSS.
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4.2.5 GCSS-conditions
In [CFR09] there was proposed a condition which generalizes both CSS and TCSS conditions, let us
call it GCSS (Grassman or generalized). Here we remind it, relate it to our factorization conditions
and give some reformulation.
Definition 5 Let us say that matrices M,Y,Q satisfy GCSS-condition (Grassman or generalized
CSS) if
p1q
ÿ
l
ψMl rYlj, ψ
M
p s “ ψ
M
p ψ
Q
j , (171)
p2q ψQj ψ
M
p ` ψ
M
p ψ
Q
j “ 0. (172)
Proposition 14 Assume that:
1. matrix M is a Manin matrix;
2. matrices M,Y satisfy the GCSS-condition above
3. matrix Y is such that elements from the same column commute among themselves (i.e.
@a, b, k rYak, Ybks “ 0 ;
4. char (k) not equal to 2, the number of columns in M is greater than 1;
then
the first ”factorization” condition 159 is true for matrices C “MY and Q, i.e.
@k pψCk q
2 “ ψCk ψ
Q
k . (173)
Proof. Let us multiply the equality 174 by Ypj and make summation over p: 0 “
ř
p ψ
C
j ψ
M
p Ypj `ř
p ψ
M
p pψ
C
j ´ ψ
Q
j qYpj “ ψ
C
j ψ
C
j `
ř
p ψ
M
p ψ
C
j Ypj `
ř
p ψ
M
p ψ
Q
j Ypj by the second condition 175 we can
permute ψM and ψQ:
ψCj ψ
C
j `
ř
p
ř
a ψ
M
p ψ
M
a YajYpj `
ř
p ψ
Q
j ψ
M
p Ypj “ ψ
C
j ψ
C
j ` 0` ψ
Q
j ψ
C
j .
Where we used
ř
p
ř
a ψ
M
p ψ
M
a YajYpj “ 0, since ψ
M are anticommuting by Manin’s property
and Y˚j are commuting by requirement. Comparing initial zero at the left hand side and the last
expression we get the desired result.
Proposition is proved. l
Proposition 15 Assume M is a Manin matrix . GCSS conditions: can be reformulated as follows:
p1q ψCj ψ
M
p ` ψ
M
p pψ
C
j ´ ψ
Q
j q “ 0, (174)
p2q ψQj ψ
M
p ` ψ
M
p ψ
Q
j “ 0. (175)
Proof. Indeed, by requirement: ψMp ψ
Q
j “
ř
l ψ
M
l rYlj, ψ
M
p s let us transform right hand side
“
ř
l ψ
M
l Yljψ
M
p ´
ř
l ψ
M
l ψ
M
p Ylj “ ψ
C
j ψ
M
p `
ř
l ψ
M
p ψ
M
j Ylj “ ψ
C
j ψ
M
p ` ψ
M
p ψ
C
j . Comparing the first one
and the last one we get the desired equality 174.
Proposition proved. l
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4.3 Rectangular matrices
For matrices with commutative elements there is the well-known Cauchy-Binet formula:
detppABqIJq “
ř
L detpAILq detpBLJq, where I, L, J are multi-indexes. There are generalizations
of the Capelli identity in this direction. Here we prove ”decomplexifications” of the Capelli-Cauchy-
Binet formulas for standard Capelli matricies, as well as for symmetric ones, we also formulate
conditional result in the antisymmetric case.20 The subtlety is that submatrices AIL, BLJ are not
decomplexifications of some submatrices this makes the proof not so simple as for square matrices.
This subtlety is the reason why we are not able to decomplexify the rectangular case of the CSS-type
identities discussed in the previous section.
4.3.1 Analogues of Capelli’s and Turnbull’s (symmetric) cases
As usually for any matrix N we denote by NR its decomplexification of – i.e. matrix of size 2nˆ2m,
where each element is substituted by 2x2 submatrix real, imag;´imag, real(see section 2 page 17
for further clarifications of notations). We also denote by Dt transpose to matrix D.
Theorem 7 Let Z,D be either
(Capelli’s case) Z is a matrix with zij at place pijq, and D with Bzij
or
(Turnbull’s case) Z,D are symmetric matrices defined as: zij i ď j on both positions pijq and
pjiq and D is the symmetric matrix with Bzij out of the diagonal and 2Bzii on the diagonal
Consider multi-indexes I “ pi1, ..., irq, J “ pj1, ..., jrq. The following is true:
det2rˆ2rppZ D
tqRIJ `Q
RCorrTriDiagq “
ÿ
L“pl1ăl2ăl3ă...ăl2rq
det2rˆ2rpZ
R
ILqdet2rˆ2rppD
RqtLJq. (176)
Where matrices Q and CorrTriDiag are defined
pQqab “ δiajb , (177)
CorrTriDiag “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
r ´ 1` 1{4 i{4 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0
i{4 r ´ 1´ 1{4 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 r ´ 2` 1{4 i{4 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 i{4 r ´ 2´ 1{4 0 0 ... 0 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 1{4 i{4
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... i{4 ´1{4
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
. (178)
The second option for CorrTriDiag is the same formula with substitution i to ´i.
Here detcol is column-determinant. See definition 1 page 19 .
Remark 13 Let us emphasize that the theorem above concerns not all submatrices of pZDtqR, but
only ”complex submarices” i.e. ones which have a form MR for some M Ă pZDtq. We are not aware
whether the theorem might be extended to all submatrices of pZDtqR, not just ”complex ones” (in
20In antisymmetric case we are not sure that the Capelli-Cauchy-Binet formula is known without decomplexification.
If it is known then our argument proves its decomplexified analog. So result is conditional.
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commutative case, it is, of course, so). Let us mention, that the summation in multi-index L runs
through all possible submatrices i.e. ZRIL pD
RqtLJ do not have a form M
R.
Proof. Let us consider commutative variables pxij, p
y
ij which will play a role of symbols of
B
Bxij
, B
Byij
.
Denote by P, PR respectively matrices analogous to D,DR.
Denote by ”Wick” the map from the commutative polynomial algebra generated by xij , yij, p
x
ij, p
y
ij
to non-commutative algebra of differential operators generated by xij , yij,
B
Byij
, B
Bxij
defined by the rule
x, y stays first, derivatives go second, i.e. linear map defined on monomials as follows:
Wick :
ź
ij
x
nx,ij
ij
ź
ij
y
ny,ij
ij
ź
ij
ppxijq
npx,ij
ź
ij
ppyijq
mpy,ij ÞÑ
ź
ij
x
nx,ij
ij
ź
ij
y
ny,ij
ij
ź
ij
p
B
Bxij
qnpx,ij
ź
ij
p
B
Byij
qmpy,ij .(179)
The usual commutative Cauchy-Binet formula gives:ÿ
L“pl1ăl2ăl3ă...ăl2rq
det2rˆ2rpZ
R
ILqdet2rˆ2rppP
RqtLJq “ det2rˆ2rppZ P
tqRIJq “ (180)
Using commutative holomorphic factorization we can continue
“ detrˆrppZ P
tqIJqdetrˆrppZ¯P¯
tqIJq “ (181)
Use commutative Cauchy-Binet twice:
“
ÿ
L“pl1ăl2ăl3ă...ălrq
detrˆrppZqILqdetrˆrppP
tqLJq
ÿ
K“pk1ăk2ăk3ă...ăkrq
detrˆrppZ¯qIKqdetrˆrppP¯
tqKJq(182)
So comparing 180 and 182 we get: ÿ
L“pl1ăl2ăl3ă...ăl2rq
det2rˆ2rpZ
R
ILqdet2rˆ2rppP
RqtLJq “ (183)
“
ÿ
L“pl1ăl2ăl3ă...ălrq
detrˆrppZqILqdetrˆrppP
tqLJq
ÿ
K“pk1ăk2ăk3ă...ăkrq
detrˆrppZ¯qIKqdetrˆrppP¯
tqKJq(184)
Applying Wick map to the equality above we get:
ÿ
L“pl1ăl2ăl3ă...ăl2rq
det2rˆ2rpZ
R
ILqdet2rˆ2rppD
RqtLJq “(185)
“
ÿ
L“pl1ăl2ăl3ă...ălrq
ÿ
K“pk1ăk2ăk3ă...ăkrq
detrˆrppZqILqdetrˆrppZ¯qIKqdetrˆrppD
tqLJqdetrˆrppD¯
tqKJq “(186)
using commutativity between Z¯ and D we rewrite:
“
ÿ
L“pl1ăl2ăl3ă...ălrq
detrˆrppZqILqdetrˆrppD
tqLJq
ÿ
K“pk1ăk2ăk3ă...ăkrq
detrˆrppZ¯qIKqdetrˆrppD¯
tqKJq “(187)
We can apply Capelli-Cauchy-Binet formula (in symmetric case such formula seems first been
proven in [CSS08] (see also [CFR09]) extending Turnbull’s result to rectangular matrices, we are not
aware of any proof in antysmmetric case):
“ detrˆrppZD
tqIJ `Qdiagpr ´ 1, r ´ 2, ..., 1, 0qqdetrˆrppZ¯D¯
tqIJ `Qdiagpr ´ 1, r ´ 2, ..., 1, 0qq(188)
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The matrix pZ¯D¯tqIJ is a submatrix of Capelli type matrix, it is quite easy to see
21 that we can
apply our main theorem 2 and we get
“ det2rˆ2rppZ D
tqRIJ `Q
RCorrTriDiagq. (189)
Comparing 185 and 189 we see the desired equality. Theorem is proved. l
4.3.2 Conditional result in antisymmetric case
We are not aware of the proof of the Capelli-Cauchy-Binet formula for rectangular matrices in
antisymmetric case. That it is why we are not able to extend our previous result to this case. So we
formulate the conditional result.
Conditional Theorem Consider the setup of the previous theorem, assuming that Z and D
are antisymmetric matrices with elements zij and Bij on corresponding positions. Then the Capelli-
Cauchy-Binet formula (the same as in the previous theorem) holds true for ZR and DR, conditionally
that Capelli-Cauchy-Binet formula holds true for submatrices of standard (non-decomplexified) ma-
trices Z and D.
Proof is the same as in the previous section.
Remark 14 Let us mention that we tried to obtain the proof of the Capelli result for antisymmetric
matrices (i.e. reprove Howe-Umeda Kostant-Sahi result), by the methods of [CFR09], but we failed.
Papers [FZ93] (page 9 bottom), [CSS08] (page 9 top) contain similar remarks. Moreover in [CSS08]
conjectures were proposed (page 36 bottom conjectures 5.1, 5.2) extending the result to p2n ´ 1q ˆ
p2n ´ 1q antisymmetric matrices. They are still open to the best of our knowledge. So there is
certain difficulty to obtain combinatorial or Grassman algebra proof of the identity for antisymmetric
matrices. We think that it is related to some non-local character of the cancellation of unwanted
terms. It would be desirable to find some simple direct proof of this identity, since it may lead to
understanding how such non-local cancellations may happen, which hopefully be helpful for further
generalizations.
5 Cayley identities
The so-called Cayley identity detpd{dxijqdetpxijq
s “ sps ` 1q...ps ` n ´ 1qdetpxijq
s´1 is a beautiful
fact from nineteenth century, alive nowadays. We refer to remarkable paper [CSS11] for all (various
proofs of old and new results, extensive reference list, history account, and relations to the Capelli
identity).
Here we remark that ”decomplexification” and ”dequaternification” can be applied to Cayley
identities and it is quite direct. Before doing this let us mention two facts on wider context.
Cayley from Capelli. Cayley identity can be easily derived from the Capelli identity and
certain facts on representation theory. In particular let us stress that the correction matrix diagpn´
1, n´2, ..., 1, 0q in the Capelli identity exactly corresponds to multiplier sps`1qps`2q...ps`n´1q in
the Cayley identity. The derivation can be sketched like this: detpDqdetpXqs “ detpDtX ` diagpn´
1, n´2, ..., 1, 0qqdetpXqs´1 “ - we used Capelli identity; now we can use that all out-diagonal terms of
pDtX`diagpn´1, n´2, ..., 1, 0qq act by zero on the detpXqs´1 because all the subgroup SLpnq P GLpnq
21the same arguments as in derivation of theorem 3 page 29 about the holomorphic factorization for the Capelli
matrix from the main theorem 2 page 22 . With the only difference that we deal with submatrix of Capelli matrix,
not the whole matrix.
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acts trivially on it so we get: “ detpdiagpDtX`diagpn´1, n´2, ..., 1, 0qqqdetpXqs´1 “; now diagonal
terms acts as GLp1q P GLpnq subgroup of scalar matrices modula shifts by n ´ k ` 1, so we finally
get sps` 1q...ps` n´ 1qdetpxijq
s´1.
Discussing the Cayley identity it is worth to mention that it provides
Cayley and Bernstein-Sato. Discussing the Cayley identity it is worth to mention that it pro-
vides explicit and simple example for what is called Bernstein polynomial. Consider any polynomial
P px1, ..., xnq in n-variables. Berntein proved [B72] that there exists a polynomial-coefficient partial
differential operator Qps, xi, Bxiq and a polynomial bpsq ‰ 0 satisfying
Qps, xi, BxiqP pxq
s “ bpsqP pxqs´1. (190)
In general it is quite difficult to find Bernstein polynomial bpsq (also called Bernstein-Sato poly-
nomial). The roots of it are algebraic numbers related to monodromy of the singularity given by
P pxq “ 0. The Cayley identity provides non-trivial example where bpsq is given explicitly.
5.1 ”Decomplexification”
Theorem 8 Consider n ˆ n matrices Z and D, with elements zij and Bzij , let D
R, ZR be their
”decomplexifications”, then
detpDRqpdetpZRqqs “ bpsq2pdetpZRqqs´1, (191)
where bpsq “ sps` 1q...ps` n ´ 1q.
Proof. Elements of ZR commute among themselves, same for DR. So detpZRq “ detpZq detpZ¯q,
same for DR. Hence
detpDRqpdetpZRqqs “ detpDq detpD¯qpdetpZqqspdetpZ¯qqs “ (192)
Since detpD¯q commute with pdetpZqqs we can continue
“ detpDqpdetpZqqs detpD¯qpdetpZ¯qqs “ bpsqpdetpZqqs´1bpsqpdetpZ¯qqs´1 “ bpsq2pdetpZRqqs´1. (193)
Theorem is proved. l
Theorem 9 Similar ”decomplexification” result holds true for symmetric and antisymmetric complex
matrices.
We refer to [CSS11] for symmetric and antisymmetric versions of the Cayley identity. The proofs
goes exactly in the same way as above.
Remark 15 There are more general forms of the Cayley identities. Instead of detpDq one considers
detpZIJq ([CSS11] formula 2.2 page 7, 2.4 page 7 (in symmetric case), etc.) Clearly the ”decomplex-
ification” results extend to this case.
5.2 ”Dequaternionification”
Quaternions can be seen as C2 or as R4. So a quaternionic matrix M has its real form MR and its
complex form MC. The complex form is made of substituting each quaternion q “ x0 ` ix1 ` jx2 `
kx3 “ z1 ` jz2 by the 2x2 matrix ˆ
z1 z2
´z¯2 z¯1
˙
. (194)
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Respectively MR is decomplexification of this matrix. It is well-known that detpMRq “ detpMCq2.
For example for 1x1 matrixM “ q “ x0`ix1`jx2`kx3 “ z1`jz2, we have detpM
Cq “ z1z¯1`z2z¯2 “
x2
0
` x2
1
` x2
3
` x2
4
. While detpMRq “ pz1z¯1 ` z2z¯2q
2 “ px2
0
` x2
1
` x2
3
` x2
4
q2.
Observation Consider nˆ n quaternionic matrices Z, D, with elements qab “ z1,ab ` jz2,ab and
dab “ 1{2pBz1,ab ´ jBz2,abq and Z
C, DC their complex forms.
Then commutation relations between elements ZCuv u, v “ 1...2n and 2pD
C
trq
t, r, s “ 1...2n are
canonical ones:
rZCuv, 2D
C
rss “ δurδvs. (195)
Hence the standard Cayley identity can be applied to matrices ZC, 2pDCqt and so we get:
Corollary 3 ”Dequaternionified” Cayley 1.
detpDCq detpZCqs “
1
22n
detp2pDCqtq detpZCqs “
1
22n
sps` 1q...ps` 2n´ 1q detpZCqs´1 (196)
Corollary 4 ”Dequaternionified” Cayley 2.
detpDRq detpZRqs “
1
24n
p2s´ 1qp2sq2p2s` 1q2...p2s` 2n´ 2q2p2s` 2n´ 1q detpZRqs´1 (197)
Just use detpMRq “ detpMCq2 and previous result.
Question Can similar results be extended to (anti)-symmetric quaternionic matrices ? The
problem that ZC, DC will not be (anti)-symmetric for which Cayley identity is known, due to very
small problem - near diagonal. E.g. in antisymmetric case we get
ˆ
0 0
0 0
˙
term on the diagonal.
And in symmetric case we get
ˆ
z1 z2
´z¯2 z¯1
˙
which is NOT symmetric, due to z2 and z¯2. And the
Cayley identities does not seem to be available for such matrices.
6 Concluding remarks and further problems
6.1 Difficulties with Capelli’s ”dequanternification”
In our basic motivating paper [AH11] ”dequaternification” of 1x1 Capelli identity was obtained. So
it is natural to ask about ”dequaternification” for nˆn matrices. Of course, we believe that it exists.
But it seems our approach should be somehow modified. Because of the two reasons below.
1) Key thing in our approach is factorization of the determinants detpMRq “ detpMqdetpM¯q.
In quaternionic commutative setup detpMRq “ detpMCq2, as it was discussed above. However as
result from [AH11] shows in non-commutative setup it is not true that detpMRq “ psomethingq2,
because his result states detpMRq “ detpXRq2 detpDRq2 and hence ‰ pdetpXRq detpDRqq2 due to
non-commutativity.
So factorization should be somehow modified.
2) It was important for us that Z and D¯ commute. In quaternionic case we do not see analogues
of this happy circumstance.
So we need to modify somehow the approach to work with quaternionic matrices.
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6.2 Further developments
To conclude we have extended the Capelli identities to ”decomplexified” matrices.
The further problems might be the following.
1) Consider ”dequaternification”.
2) Try to extend linear algebra theorems (Cramer rule, Cayley-Hamilton theorem, ...) for these
”decomplexified” and ”dequanternified” matrices. Similar to what have been done in [CFR09] for
Manin matrices.
3) Try to extend results about permanents and imananats to these cases.
4) Consider super-q analogs of the present results. (Capelli identities themselves should be
extendable (and partly already extended) to elliptic and other Lax matrices (see discussion and
references in [CF07])).
5) Further examples of Cayley identities from [CSS11], [CW81] might be explored for ”decom-
plexification” and ”dequaternionification”.
6) Consider matrices ER and its submatrix S P E which is NOT a decomplexification of the
some submatrix in E - can one extend any results to such matrix ? This is important from general
perspective - if matrixM is ”good” matrix (meaning that it has determinant and many linear algebra
theorems can be extended to it) does it mean that any submatrix of M is ”good” ?
7) Our big desire is to find a Grassman algebra proof for the Capelli identity in anti-symmetric case
(Howe-Umeda Kostant-Sahi) (see remark 14 page 42 ), because we think that such a proof will imme-
diately lead to some generalizations and hopefully will extend our understanding of non-commutative
linear algebra in general. It might be that the idea of the present paper ”local calculation, global
cancellation” would be useful to attack this problem.
We also mentioned some problems in section 1.3.1 page 8 .
However ideal solution would be to develop the general formalism of non-commutative matrices
which will include all these possible directions as a particular case. We hope to make some small
step in this direction in our forthcoming work.
7 Appendix. Cayley identity via Harish-Chandra’s radial
part calculation.
Let us mention the very short proof of the Cayley identity by means of the powerful result - Harish-
Chandra’s radial part calculation for certain invariant differential operators. This appendix is inde-
pendent of the previous text. We put it here mainly for pedagogical reasons - it seems to us a nice
exercise: short proof of a concrete result by means of general technique which recent days become
quite famous due to P. Etingof and V. Ginzburg [EG00] who put it into more general context and
related to various topics such as Calogero-Moser integrable hamiltonian system, Cherednik algebras,
hamiltonian reduction, n!-conjecture, etc.
We were not able to locate such a proof in a literature, so it might be new. Similar idea: the
proof of another Cayley type identity via the radial part calculation has been used in a paper by
B. Rubin [Ru06]. In that paper more recent and complicated identity discussed in [Kh05] has been
proved. It would be nice to have proofs of symmetric and antisymmetric analogues of the Cayley’s
identity by radial part calculation and understand what are proper analogues of the Harish-Chandra’s
isomorphism in these cases.
Let us again refer to a remarkable paper [CSS11] for everything concerning Cayley identity (var-
ious proofs of old and new results, extensive reference list, history account, and relations to the
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Capelli identity).
7.1 Reminder on the Cayley identity and Harish-Chandra’s result.
The Cayley identity has been already discussed, but let us remind it again to make this appendix
independent from the other parts.
Consider the polynomial algebra Crxijs, and the matrices:
X “
¨
˝ x11 ... x1n... ... ...
xn1 ... xnn
˛
‚, B “
¨
˝ BBx11 ... BBxn1... ... ...
B
Bx1n
... B
Bxnn
˛
‚. (198)
The following beautiful identity is usually attributed to A. Cayley (we refer to
(S. Caracciolo, A. Sportiello, A. Sokal) [CSS11] for the comprehensive treatment of the subject and
the historical notes):
detpBq detpXqs “ sps` 1q...ps` n´ 1q detpXqs´1. (199)
We aim to give a conceptually and techinically few lines short proof of this identity, the price we
pay is a refernce to non-trivial and somewhat mystrerious result (attributed to?) by Harish-Chandra
on the radial part calculation of the invariant differential operators. (Main source for it is the famous
paper by (P. Etingof, V. Ginzburg) [EG00]).
Fact (Toy model for the Harish-Chandra’s result ). Restriction of the 3-dimensional
Laplace operator ∆ “ B
2
Bx2
` B
2
By2
` B
2
Bz2
on the rotation invariant functions fprq equals to the radial
Laplacian (i.e. B
2
Br2
) conjugated by ”r” (i.e. square root of the volume of the SOp3q orbit):
∆fprq “ p
B2
Br2
`
2
r
B
Br
qfprq “ p
1
r
B2
Br2
rqfprq. (200)
Mystery. The fact holds only in dimension 3. Even for R2 it is not true.
Remark 16 R3 is isomorphic to Lie algebra sop3q with respect to metrics and SOp3q-actions.
Harish-Chandra generalized the fact above to all semisimple Lie algebras.
Theorem. Harish-Chandra’s radial part calculation for invariant differential op-
erators on Lie algebra gln. (See [Et06] Proposition 4.5 page 27).
Consider Lie algebra gln, Lie group GLpnq acts on it by conjugation g ÞÑ GgG
´1. For an invariant
polynomial fpxijq on gln denote by frespλ1, ..., λnq its restriction on the space (slice) of diagonal
matrices. Respectively for an invariant differential operator with constant coefficients DpBxijq
denote by DrespBλ1, ..., Bλ1q similar restriction for differential operators. Denote by V pλ1, ..., λnq “ś
iăjpλi ´ λjq the Vandermonde determinant. Then the following is true:
pDfqres “
1
V pλ1, ..., λnq
DresV pλ1, ..., λnqfres. (201)
Remark 17 Actually Harish-Chandra’s result is true for any Lie algebra, respectively Vander-
monde will be substituted by the Weyl denominanotor ([EG00]).
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Remark 18 Differential operators with constant coefficients means operators linearly spanned
by C
ś
ijp
B
Bxij
qkij , where C P C, i.e. C does not depend on xij . Clearly this subspace of operators
is invariant with respect to GLpnq and is isomorphic as representation of GLpnq to the space of
polynomials in xij , polynomials can be restricted to diagonal matrices, hence it makes sense to speak
about similar restiction for these operators.
Remark 19 Clearly all invariant functions can be obtained as products of traces TrpXkq. The
restriction TrpXkq on the diagonal matrices is clearly
ř
i“1...n λ
k
i . Similar all invariant differential
operators with constant coefficients can be obtained as products of TrpBkq. The restriction Dres of
TrpBkq is clearly
ř
i“1...np
B
Bλi
qk, the point of Harish-Chandra’s result that this naive restriction does
not give correct action on invariant function, but it differs by quite a manageable expression.
Example 2 Consider gl2, take D “ TrpBq “
B
Bx11
` B
Bx22
; take f “ TrpXq “ x11 ` x22.
pDfqres “ pp
B
Bx11
`
B
Bx22
qpx11 ` x22qqres “ p1` 1qres “ 2. (202)
1
V pλ1, λ2q
Dres V pλ1, λ2q pfqres “
1
pλ1 ´ λ2q
p
B
Bλ1
`
B
Bλ2
q pλ1 ´ λ2q pλ1 ` λ2q “ (203)
“
1
pλ1 ´ λ2q
p
B
Bλ1
`
B
Bλ2
q pλ2
1
´ λ2
2
q “
1
pλ1 ´ λ2q
p2λ1 ´ 2λ2q “ 2. (204)
Remark 20 The appearance of the square root of the volume of the orbit is natural by several
reasons, for example because the scalar products on the total space and the slice differs by the volume
of the orbit, so to get the isomorphism of the Hilbert space of invariant functions on the total space
and the Hilbert space of functions on the slice one should multiply by the square root of the orbit
volume. Somewhat mysterious is that the result holds exactly in Harish-Chandra’s setup while for
other cases holds only approximately.
7.2 Proof of the Cayley identity.
Proof. Due to Harish-Chandra’s result we need to prove the following:
1
V pλ1, ..., λnq
p
B
Bλ1
B
Bλ2
...
B
Bλn
qV pλ1, ..., λnqpλ1λ2...λnq
s “ sps` 1qps` 2q...ps` n´ 1qpλ1λ2...λnq
s´1.(205)
Recall that:
V pλ1, ..., λnq “ det
¨
˚˝˚ pλ1q0 pλ2q0 ... pλnq0pλ1q1 pλ2q1 ... pλnq1
... ... ... ...
pλ1q
n´1 pλ2q
n´1 ... pλnq
n´1
˛
‹‹‚“ ÿ
σPSn
p´1qsgnpσq
ź
i“1...n
λ
σpiq´1
i . (206)
Observe that operator p B
Bλ1
B
Bλ2
... B
Bλn
q acting on any monomial
ś
ipλiq
ki produces factor
ś
i ki and
lowers all degrees by one.
Now observe that for all monomials which enter the expansion of the Vandermonde multiplied
by pλ1λ2...λnq
s´1 give the same factor
ś
i ki “ sps ` 1q...ps ` n ´ 1q because degrees ki of λi are
permutation of the same set of numbers s, ps` 1q, ..., ps` n´ 1q so the product is always the same.
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Taking into account that degrees are lowered by one we conclude that:
p
B
Bλ1
B
Bλ2
...
B
Bλn
qV pλ1, ..., λnqpλ1λ2...λnq
s “ sps` 1qps` 2q...ps` n´ 1qV pλ1, ..., λnqpλ1λ2...λnq
s´1.(207)
This gives the desired formula 205 just diving by the Vandermonde.
Proof is finished. l
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